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Brightness scaling lasers using stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) in optical fibers 
is explored.  A multiple-channel amplifier approach is used to increase the total power of 
a laser system while avoiding a significant burden on a single channel.  The work 
explores two approaches utilizing both SBS beam cleanup and SBS piston error 
conjugation.   
A unique beam combiner that takes advantage of the SBS beam cleanup properties of 
a long, gradient-index multimode fiber was designed and tested.   The beam combiner 
was developed to combine multiple-channel laser beams simultaneously with high input 
and output coupling efficiency.  The design for the SBS beam combiner is presented 
along with experimental demonstration of multiple-channel beam combining using the 
technique. 
Using SBS piston error conjugation to phase multiple-channel two-pass amplifiers is 
also explored.  Various system configurations were investigated to demonstrate SBS 
beam phasing of both passive, unamplified channels and active channels containing fiber 
amplifiers.  Beam phasing of the channels was successfully demonstrated with enough 
gain and power to merit consideration as a viable approach to multiple-channel laser 
power scaling.  Methods for improving efficiency and scaling to include a greater number 
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MULTIPLE CHANNEL LASER BEAM COMBINATION 
AND PHASING USING STIMULATED BRILLOUIN 
SCATTERING IN OPTICAL FIBERS 
1 Introduction 
1.1. Motivation 
The laser was first demonstrated in 1960 and has since proven useful in numerous 
applications.  The applications are quite varied and the range includes data storage, 
communication systems, surgical tools, and high power welding devices.1  It would not 
be an exaggeration to say that the average American uses some form of a laser every day 
and that the technology has changed our way of life. 
The United States Department of Defense (DoD) also recognizes the utility of 
employing lasers in its weapon systems.  The Gulf War unveiled the U.S. capabilities of 
precision laser guided munitions and their uses have transformed the strategies of war.2,3  
In addition to providing guidance to weapons systems, research continues in using the 
laser itself as a weapon.   
The advantages of a weapon system capable of traveling at the speed of light and 
engaging the target before it has a chance to respond has obvious merit and the DoD is 
working to develop such technology.4  Perhaps the most notable programs are the 
Airborne Laser Program (ABL) designed to intercept missiles in their boost phase5,6 and 
a new type of precision gunship, the Advanced Tactical Laser (ATL).7  Two of the 
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primary technical difficulties in creating operational systems lie in the development of the 
high power laser itself and the propagation of the energy through the turbulent 
atmosphere.  This work will not focus on the propagation of the laser through the 
turbulent atmosphere, but it should be stressed that development of a high power laser 
alone does not guarantee success of a laser weapon system.  A significant design effort is 
also required to develop systems to accurately deliver the laser beam through the 
turbulent atmosphere and provide enough power on the target.8 
High power lasers for the DoD historically have been chemical lasers.  The Chemical 
Oxygen Iodine Laser (COIL) is a proven workhorse generating Megawatt class average 
power output and is the design platform for the ABL program.4,9  Although chemical 
lasers provide the high power required for directed energy applications, they do have 
some unattractive features.  Currently, the singlet delta oxygen {O2(1Δ)} required for 
creating the population inversion in iodine is generated by a chemical process involving 
Cl2 and basic H2O2.10  Transporting and working with the chemicals are logistically 
challenging and potentially dangerous.  While work continues to generate the required 
O2(1Δ) electrically,11,12,13 the DoD has emphasized the need for parallel development of 
solid-state lasers. 
High power solid-state lasers are an attractive complement to chemical lasers.  The 
solid-state medium reduces the logistical burden required by the chemical lasers and 
could provide a more compact platform.  However, solid-state lasers have not reached the 
same power class as chemical lasers.  The DoD recognizes the need to develop higher 
power solid-state lasers and is currently funding the Joint High Power Solid-State Laser 
(JHPSSL) program with a goal of a 100 kW average power solid-state laser by 2010.  
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The initial phase of the JHPSSL program granted contracts to several different 
companies, each with their own distinct technical approach.14  The program hopes to 
address some of the difficulties in power scaling solid-state lasers.  
One approach for power scaling is to use an external amplifier to increase the energy 
in a master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) configuration.  While passing the beam 
once through the amplifying medium provides some gain, a double pass configuration is 
often used to increase the MOPA output.  A limitation of a basic MOPA system is that in 
order to create sufficient gain in the amplifying medium, intense pumping of the medium 
is required and can lead to aberrations in the laser beam output.  Fortunately, it is possible 
to use a phase conjugate mirror (PCM) in a two-pass MOPA to reduce the effects of the 
aberrations induced by the amplifier.15  For this case, the first pass through the amplifier 
induces aberrations to the laser beam.  The reflection from the phase conjugate mirror 
reverses the wavefront so that a second pass through the amplifier corrects the 
aberrations.  Although this method is successful for reducing amplifier distortions, there 
is a limitation to the power amplification achievable in a single channel. 
In an attempt to improve upon the single-channel, double pass MOPA design, the 
master oscillator laser beam is split into several channels through wavefront splitting.  
Splitting the master oscillator beam allows separate amplifiers to be used, leading to total 
powers not accessible with a single amplifier.  The drawback of this method is that as the 
master beam is split, each of the channels has its own optical path and results in a relative 
phase delay (piston error) between the channels.  For a double pass MOPA, a reflection 
from a regular mirror will only lead to increased phased difference as the beams make the 
second pass and recombine.  However, if a single phase conjugate mirror is used for all of 
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the channels, the second pass eliminates the phase difference as each channel retraces its 
path.16   
The phase difference between the channels becomes important when focusing the 
total output beam as required in a laser weapon system.  If the channels are not phased 
together, the maximum intensity in the far-field spot is N times the intensity of a single 
beam, where N is the number of channels.  For the case when all the beams are phased 
together, the maximum intensity is N2 times that of a single channel.  It is therefore 
desirable to accurately phase a multiple channel MOPA laser system using a single phase 
conjugate mirror as described above.  This method of laser beam phasing has been 
investigated with17,18 and without16,19 an amplifier in each channel.  
One mechanism for creating a phase conjugate mirror is through stimulated Brillouin 
scattering (SBS).  While many of the early investigations used a liquid or gas in an 
optical cell as the SBS medium,20 optical fiber has also proven to be a good source for 
generation of SBS.21  Using optical fiber as the SBS medium allows for longer interaction 
lengths and a simpler implementation than is possible with an optical cell.  Investigations 
of SBS using optical fiber have shown that the properties of the SBS (Stokes) beam 
generated in the fiber are dependent on the length of the fiber.  For long multimode fibers 
(a few km), the SBS beam is generated in the Gaussian-like LP01 mode of the fiber and is 
useful for cleaning up an aberrated laser beam.22,23  For the case of short fibers (<10 m), a 
phase conjugate beam is generated24 and can be used in a single-channel phase conjugate 




The focus of this research effort is developing stimulated Brillouin scattering for laser 
power scaling using a multiple channel approach.  There are two categories for multiple 
channel power scaling using SBS in optical fibers.  The first method exploits the long 
fiber beam cleanup properties to combine multiple laser beams.  The second approach 
uses SBS piston error correction to phase multiple laser beams in a two-pass master 
oscillator power amplifier.  Both methods are explored in this research. 
The first investigation examines multiple channel beam combining using the SBS 
beam cleanup properties of long gradient index multimode fibers.  For SBS beam 
cleanup, the output Stokes beam is generated in the Gaussian-like fundamental fiber 
mode (LP01) irrespective of the pump intensity profile.  This property has been used to 
cleanup aberrated laser beams as well as to combine two beams using optical fibers up to 
50 μm in core diameter.22,23  One necessary step for power scaling is using larger fibers to 
accommodate higher power beams.  In this work, the beam cleanup property is first 
extended to larger core diameter fibers of both 62.5 μm and 100 μm.   Following this 
demonstration, a unique SBS beam combining device was designed, fabricated, and 
tested using four input channels.  The device was designed such that the Stokes beam 
generated in the fundamental mode of the fiber is efficiently coupled through a center 
hole in the device.   
The second emphasis of this work is SBS beam phasing multiple channel amplifiers.  
In this effort, a series of experiments were performed demonstrating the phasing of two 
channels using an optical fiber.  An initial test was performed without amplifiers in each 
channel and a series of experiments including fiber amplifiers in each leg was conducted.  
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Additionally, the SBS properties and amplifier characteristics of a rare-earth doped 
multimode gain fiber was tested for use in a beam phasing system.   
A few of the significant accomplishments presented in this dissertation are: 
 
1. SBS beam cleanup using 62.5 μm and 100 μm gradient index, multimode 
fiber. 
2. Four-channel SBS beam combining using a custom-designed beam combiner. 
3. SBS beam phasing of two passive (unamplified) channels using a 2:1 fiber 
optic coupler. 
4. SBS beam phasing of two active (amplified) channels using a 2:1 fiber optic 
coupler. 
5. SBS beam phasing of two active (amplified) channels using polarization beam 
combining. 
6. SBS beam phasing of two active (amplified) channels using a 2:2 fiber optic 
coupler. 
7. Characterization of SBS properties and fiber amplifier performance of 
ytterbium-doped multimode gain fiber. 
  
1.3. Document Organization 
The theoretical background necessary for the experimental work is described in 
Chapter 2.  This chapter provides the framework for nonlinear optics, stimulated 
Brillouin scattering, and optical phase conjugation.  Chapter 3 documents the 
investigations using SBS beam combination in long multimode fibers.  Beam cleanup is 
first demonstrated using both 62.5 μm and 100 μm fibers and is followed by the design, 
experiment, and discussion of a four-channel SBS beam combiner.  Chapter 4 describes 
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the investigations of SBS beam phasing using optical fibers.  It first provides details of 
the single-frequency fiber amplifiers developed as a necessary component in the phasing 
system.   A variety of configurations using a long multimode fiber for SBS beam phasing 
are presented followed by experiments testing the SBS properties and amplifier 
performance of a gain fiber for beam phasing applications.  Finally, chapter 5 
summarizes the technical achievements of this dissertation effort and discusses some 




2 Theoretical Background 
This chapter provides the theoretical background necessary for the experimental 
investigations described in this dissertation.  The basic aspects of nonlinear optics are 
first reviewed followed by a presentation of stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) and 
optical phase conjugation.  This background lays the foundation required for the 
subsequent experiments using SBS. 
2.1. Nonlinear Optics 
In order to investigate SBS, it is necessary to first develop some of the basic 
equations used in nonlinear optics.  The starting point for this development is Maxwell’s 
equations (given here in differential form), 




BE                           (2-1) 




DJH         (2-2) 
    cρ=⋅∇ D          (2-3) 
                   0=⋅∇ B          (2-4) 
 
where E is electric field, B is magnetic induction, H is magnetic field, J is current 
density, D is electric displacement, and ρc is charge density.26  In this work, we are 
concerned with dielectric materials which have no free charge or currents (ρ = 0, J = 0).  
The electric displacement and magnetic induction are defined by 
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0           (2-5) 
where ε is the permittivity, μ is the permeability, and P is the polarization vector.  The 
Polarization vector can be written as  
EP χε 0= ,          (2-6) 
where χ is the susceptibility of the medium.  The susceptibility is an inherent parameter 
of the material and is formally defined as the “susceptibility for inducing a dipole 
moment.  The susceptibility is, in general, a function of the electric field applied to the 
medium and can be approximated by a power series expansion of the electric field,  











.         (2-7) 
The electric displacement is now written as 
            [ ]EEED 2)3()2()1(0 1 χχχε +++= ,        (2-8) 
where the higher orders terms are excluded since their contribution for nonlinear 
processes of this research effort are negligible.  In component form, the polarization and 
displacement are written as20,27,28 














.       (2-9) 
where, χij(1), χijk(2)and χijkl(3) are the tensor elements of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order 
susceptibilities, respectively.   In this tensor notation, summations over repeated indices 
are assumed.  As an example, the product of the electric field with the ith component of 
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)3()3( χχ .  In this case, 
each of the i, j, k, and l indices take on the direction of the Cartesian coordinates, x, y, 
and z.  A sample of nonlinear effects and their associated susceptibility terms are 
presented in Table 1.29    
Table 1:  Nonlinear effects and their associated susceptibility terms 
Nonlinear Term Effect 
χ(1) 1st order index of refraction absorption 
birefringence 
χ(2) 2nd order second harmonic generation parametric mixing 
Pockels effect 
χ(3) 3rd order third harmonic generation four wave mixing 
stimulated Brillouin scattering 
 





















,            (2-10) 
where PNL is the nonlinear component of the polarization. 
Developing the wave equation for the electric field begins with taking the curl of 
Equation 2-1.  The vector identity ( ) ( ) EEE 2∇−⋅∇∇=×∇×∇  is used along with 
substitution of Equation 2-2, Equation 2-3, and the defining relationships (2-5) to obtain 
the equation in the form  
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μ .              (2-11) 
While this is a general form for the wave equation, the equation is rewritten in a form that 
separates the linear and nonlinear effects of the electric field.  Substituting the 
displacement of Equation 2-10 which has separated the linear and nonlinear components 
into the wave equation (2-11) yields29 














PEE μεμ .                        (2-12) 
In this equation, the nonlinear polarization serves to drive the electric field.   
At this point, the necessary fields for a particular nonlinear process are used in 
Equation 2-12 to develop coupled wave equations.  The specific process of interest to this 
research, stimulated Brillouin scattering, is examined in the following section (2.2). 
2.2. Stimulated Brillouin Process 
Stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) is a nonlinear interaction between the input 
pump beam and an acoustic wave generated in the medium by the pump.20  This section 
first presents a basic description of the SBS process followed by a discussion of the SBS 
coupled wave equations and SBS threshold.   
2.2.1. Stimulated Brillouin Scattering 
 Because SBS is an interaction between an optical pump beam incident in a medium 
and an acoustic wave generated in the medium, it is helpful to describe first the acousto-















Figure 1:  Acousto-optic effect 
 
The acoustic wave propagating in a medium creates a strain field and results in a 
periodic modulation of the index of refraction (index grating).  As the incident pump 
beam encounters the index grating, the light is diffracted by the grating and the pump 
frequency (ω) is shifted through the Doppler effect by an amount30 




2=Δ ,        (2-13) 
where va is the acoustic velocity.  For purely sinusoidal acoustic waves, only the first 
order diffraction will occur and the acousto-optic interaction is described by the Bragg 
diffraction equation,30 
n
λθ =Λsin2 ,           (2-14) 
where Λ is the acoustic wavelength and θ is the incident angle as shown in Figure 1.  In 
this case, Equation 2-14 is combined with Equation 2-13 to yield the Doppler frequency 
shift as30 






,          (2-15) 
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where Ω is the acoustic wave frequency. 
Stimulated Brillouin scattering is a self-induced acousto-optic effect and a basic 
experiment is shown in Figure 2.  As the incident pump light (ωp) propagates through the 
medium, it encounters an acoustic wave traveling in the same direction at the Brillouin 
frequency, ΩB.  As with the acousto-optic effect discussed above, the acoustic wave in 
the medium generates an index grating which diffracts the incident pump beam to 
generate a Stokes wave (ωs).  As a result of the acoustic wave moving away from the 
incident radiation, the frequency of the scattered light is downshifted by an amount equal 
to the acoustic frequency (ΩB).   
 
 
Figure 2:  Stimulated Brillouin scattering 
 
The process begins with spontaneous Brillouin scattering that occurs when the 
incident pump light scatters from acoustic waves naturally present at thermal equilibrium.  
Once the process starts, the created Stokes field interferes with the incident pump laser 
and reinforces the acoustic wave.  There are, in general, two methods in which this 
interference can drive the acoustic wave: optical absorption and electrostriction.  
Electrostriction, the more common process, is the tendency of materials to become 
compressed in the presence of an optical beam.20 




As the Stokes wave grows, the two processes mentioned serve to reinforce each other.  
As the incident light scatters from the growing acoustic wave, the Stokes beam increases.  
As this Stokes beam grows in intensity, it continues to interfere with the input field and 
drive the acoustic wave via electrostriction.  The process continues and can lead to 
exponential growth of the Stokes wave.  Although SBS leads to Stokes amplification in 
all directions except that of incident beam, it is typically observed in the backward 
direction (as shown in Figure 2) as it provides the maximum spatial overlap of the laser 
pump and Stokes beams.20 
When examining SBS in terms of the particle nature of light, the Stokes scattering is 
described as annihilation of an incident pump photon while a Stokes photon and acoustic 
phonon are created.  The conservation of energy and momentum requires 





  ,       (2-16) 
where ωp, ωs, and ΩB are the frequencies and kp, ks, and kB are the wave vectors of the 
pump, Stokes, and acoustic wave, respectively.  The most general vector phase matching 
for the backward scattering case is shown in Figure 3.  The case in which θ = π is the 
same as portrayed in Figure 2 above. 28   
 
 







Solving Equation 2-16 for the Stokes frequency reveals the previously mentioned 
downshift,  
               Bps Ω−= ωω          (2-17) 
The frequency of the acoustic wave is given in terms of the velocity of sound, va, as 
              aBB vk=Ω         (2-18) 
We shall see shortly that typical acoustic frequencies are approximately 109 Hz.  
Because the optical frequencies (ωp and ωs) are ~1015 Hz, it is a fair approximation to 
allow sk  ≈ pk  yielding pB kk 2≈ .  Using this relation with cn ii ω=k yields the 
equation for Brillouin frequency20 






=Ω .       (2-19) 
Stimulated Brillouin scattering can be achieved in a variety of mediums.  Many early 
investigations used a liquid or gas contained in an optical cell.  Tables of values for ΩB 
are given on both page 337 of Boyd20  and page 189 of Shen,31 but the former is a more 
comprehensive list.  SBS also occurs in optical fibers and is the focus of this research 
effort.  For silica fiber, the acoustic velocity is va = 5.96 km/s and the index of refraction 
is n = 1.45.21  At a pump wavelength of 1064 nm, this results in a frequency shift of ΩB = 
1.02x1011 rad/sec or νB = 16 GHz.  These values justify the approximation mentioned 
above in the formulation of Equation 2-19.   
To develop the coupled wave equations, we begin by considering an ensemble of 
molecules in the presence of an electromagnetic field.  In this case, the molecules are 
pulled into the regions of the highest field resulting in density changes in the medium.  
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The density changes in the material produce a corresponding alteration to the permittivity 






=Δ ,       (2-20) 
where Δρ is the incremental change in mass density.  The nonlinear polarization is then 
given by  





=Δ=NL         (2-21) 
This nonlinear polarization describes the coupling between the electric field and acoustic 
wave and serves as the driving term in the nonlinear wave Equation 2-12.  The coupled 
wave equations for the pump beam, Stokes beam, and the acoustic wave induced by 
electrostriction are.28,32 






































      (2-22) 
The subscripted notation (i’s) serves to represent either the pump (p) or Stokes (s) 
component.  In the acoustic wave equation, Γ’ is the damping parameter, va is the sound 
velocity, and ρo is the mean density of the medium. 
The fields for the pump beam and Stokes beam assuming a plane wave propagating 
along the z-axis are defined as ..)( cceA tzkiii ii +=
−± ωE , where Ai is the field amplitude 
and c.c. denotes the complex conjugate of the previous terms.  Using these fields, taking 
the appropriate derivatives and applying the slowly varying envelope approximation 
(SVEA i.e. zAkzA ∂∂<<∂∂ 22 022 ≈∂∂ zA ) yields20 
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 ,    (2-23) 
where ΓB = kB2 Γ’ is the Brillouin linewidth, ΩB is the Brillouin frequency previously 
discussed, and Ω = ωp – ωs is the frequency of the driven acoustic wave.  The reciprocal 
of the Brillouin linewidth is the phonon lifetime, τP = (ΓB)-1.  
By multiplying by Ap*and As*, respectively, the above equations can be converted to 
their intensity form and for the case of fibers, a loss term is included.20,21,33 



















      (2-24) 
Here the constant terms have been lumped into the Brillouin gain factor, approximated 
by20 


























ερω .                (2-25) 
A list of symbols has been added as Appendix A to help maintain clarity.  One solution to 
the above coupled equations (2-24) is presented in the next section as part of the 
discussion on SBS threshold. 
2.2.2. Stimulated Brillouin Scattering Threshold 
In order to utilize the SBS process for applications such as beam cleanup, beam 
combining, phase conjugation, or beam phasing, it is necessary to pump the nonlinear 
medium with sufficient power to reach SBS threshold.  This research effort will use a 
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continuous wave (cw) pump laser for generating SBS in the nonlinear medium.  Because 
cw lasers do not have the high peak powers available with a Q-switched laser, 
understanding the requirements for generating SBS is especially important.  Numerous 
techniques have been developed for decreasing the SBS threshold and these ideas will be 
discussed later in the document (see Section 4.3.1).  In this section, the theoretical basis 
and an approximation formula for the SBS threshold is established. 
For estimating the SBS threshold, it is necessary to solve the Stokes differential 
equation of 2-24.  In this case, pump depletion is neglected and the pump intensity used is 
z
pp eIzI
α−= )0()( .  Rearranging the terms, the Stokes differential equation (2-24) 
becomes  









αα                   (2-26) 
Solving this first order linear differential equation and using the initial conditions leads to 













exp)()0( ,         (2-27) 
where L is the fiber length.  This equation is commonly displayed using the effective 
length of the fiber defined by [ ] αα )exp(1 LLeff −−=  and in terms of input power, 
effp AIP ⋅= )0(0 , where Aeff  is the effective area of the fiber.  In this form the equation 
becomes21 













.      (2-28) 
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The introduction of the effective area, Aeff, requires the definition of a few 
fundamental fiber terms.  For a Gaussian beam, 20feffA πω= , where ωf0 is the mode field 
radius.  It is possible to approximate the mode radius in terms of the fiber core radius, a.  
This approximation has better than 99 % accuracy for single mode fibers and remains a 
fair approximation in the case of multimode fibers.  It is given by  








aω .     (2-29) 
This equation utilizes the fiber normalized frequency parameter, V.  It is defined as  







−= ,        (2-30) 
where a is the fiber core radius, ( ) 2122 cladcore nnNA −=  is the numerical aperture of the 
fiber, and ni is the respective index of refraction for the core and cladding of the single-
clad fiber.  The normalized frequency parameter for a given fiber is used to provide 
bounds for the number of modes allowed to propagate in the fiber.34   
Smith35 arbitrarily assigned the critical (or threshold) power to be the input power for 
which the Stokes power equals the input power at z = 0.  Applying this to Equation 2-28 
and assuming a Lorentzian distribution for the SBS gain, the threshold is estimated as 







≈ .                    (2-31) 
Although this approximation was developed for single-mode fibers, it still provides a 
usable benchmark for multimode fiber applications. 
To conclude the SBS threshold discussion, a few numerical examples are explored 
using the fiber parameters given in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Fiber parameters for SBS threshold calculations 
Core Diameter 50 μm 
Loss, α 1.0 dB/km 
Pump Wavelength, λp 1064 nm 
Brillouin Gain, gB 5 x 10-11 m/W 
Brillouin Frequency, νB 16 GHz 
ncore 1.47 
nclad 1.45 
Brillouin Linewidth <100 MHz 
 
For a long fiber case with L = 4 km, Equation 2-31 requires a threshold of Pth = 140 
mW.  A short fiber of L = 10 m with the same parameters requires an estimated power of 
Pth = 36 W to reach SBS threshold.   
2.3. Optical Phase Conjugation 
Optical phase conjugation, as implemented through stimulated Brillouin scattering, is 
investigated as part of this work.  This section provides an introduction to phase 
conjugation and the required theoretical background.  The basic properties of phase 
conjugation are first discussed, followed by an explanation of phase conjugate generation 
through SBS.   
2.3.1. Overview of Optical Phase Conjugation 
Optical phase conjugation is a process implemented through nonlinear optics that 
reverses the sign of the spatial portion of the phase and causes the wave to backtrack 
along its original path.  The process of phase conjugation is best explained with a simple 
example.  A plane wave travels through an aberrating medium as shown in Figure 4.36  
Here, the aberration is represented as a random modulation in index of refraction and 
distorts the wavefront due to the varying path length of the medium.  After traveling 
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through the medium, the distorted wavefront encounters either a normal reflecting mirror 
(case a) or a phase conjugate reflecting mirror (Case b).  For the normal mirror, the 
reflection flips the wavefront as shown in Figure 4a and a second pass through the 
aberrating medium increases the wavefront error.  On the other hand, Figure 4b shows the 
reflection from a phase conjugate mirror.  In this case, the reflected wave is the “phase 
conjugate” and a second pass results in a cancellation of media's effect (reflected wave in 
Figure 4b).  The phase conjugation process is also known as wavefront reversal since it 








Figure 4:  Plane wave propagating through random media--  Solid lines indicate the incident wave and the 
dotted lines indicated the reflected wave of (a) a conventional mirror and (b) a phase conjugate mirror. 
 
To see the phase conjugation aspect of the process, it is helpful to introduce the 
equations describing the process.  The incident plane wave propagating along the forward 
z direction can be written as37,38 
                                  )()( tzkie ω−= rAE ,                              (2-32) 
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where A(r) represents the complex field amplitude.  Taking the complex conjugate of 
only the spatial portion of this wave produces  




















                       (2-33) 
where the two statements are equivalent when taking the real part of the complex 
representation.  The two waves of Equations 2-32 and 2-33 have the same wavefronts at 
any point along their propagation, but they propagate in opposite directions.   For this 
reason, the phase-conjugated wave is often referred to as time-reversed wave and the 
process in general is called wavefront reversal as mentioned above.37,39   
2.3.2. Phase Conjugation through Stimulated Brillouin Scattering 
Stimulated Brillouin Scattering was first demonstrated to produce a phase conjugate 
reflection by Zel’dovich, et al. in 1972.40  In this experiment, a single longitudinal mode 
ruby laser was transmitted through a piece of etched glass into a waveguide containing 
methane gas (the SBS medium).  The experiment compared the reflection from the SBS 
cell with that of a mirror.  In the SBS case, the distortions induced were corrected on the 
second pass through the medium.  For the mirror, the aberrations were made worse in the 
second pass as explained above in section 2.3.1.   This observation has led to a long series 
of papers investigating the theoretical development of phase conjugation through 
stimulated Brillouin scattering.   
The initial report of phase conjugation through stimulated Brillouin scattering by 
Zel’dovich, et al.40  suggested that the production of the phase conjugate wave was a 
result of a preferential gain for the phase conjugate term.  In this analysis, the aberrations 
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in the source laser produce a nonuniform intensity distribution in the medium (speckle 
pattern in the Russian literature).  This requires that the solutions for the backreflected 
Stokes waves be broken into a sum of modes.41  The modes for the Stokes wave will have 
different gain and Zel’dovich suggested that the phase conjugate mode would have a gain 
two times that of other modes and would dominate the backscattering process.40  For the 
case of perfect phase conjugation, the result is the Stokes wave proportional to the 
conjugate of the pump wave, )()( * rErE ps ∝ .
32  A more detailed outline of the initial 
work by Zel’dovich et al. is available in a review paper by Pepper.38 
Optical fibers have also been used to produce a phase conjugate mirror through 
stimulated Brillouin scattering.24,42,43    To utilize fibers for phase conjugation, it is 
necessary to use a multimode fiber because a single mode fiber does not provide the 
nonuniform intensity distribution as described above.  It is also necessary to use short 
fibers (< 10 m) in order to maintain the spatial phase conjugate properties.  If the 
nonlinear medium becomes too long, the difference between the Stokes frequency (ωs) 
and the pump frequency (ωp) leads to a non-conjugated portion of the Stokes beam.  The 
maximum possible length for the fiber is given by37 








π ,                    (2-34) 
where r0 is the allowable non-conjugated fraction of Stokes beam, ΩB is the Brillouin 
frequency defined in Equation 2-19, and NA is the numerical aperture of the fiber.  For 
90% phase conjugation (r0 = 0.1), NA = 0.2, and using ΩB = 1.02x1011 rad/sec as 
previously calculated for λp = 1064 nm, the maximum length is 1.4 m.  Authors differ in 
their definition for maximum allowable length to achieve phase conjugation and resultant 
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lengths can vary by as much as 10 times.37,44   Phase conjugation has been experimentally 
demonstrated using fibers ≤ 10 m.24 
A second major approach to investigating the phase conjugation aspects of stimulated 
Brillouin scattering is through use of numerical analysis.  The analytical solutions above 
(along with other work) lead to solutions to the coupled equations only under the plane-
wave approximation and with negligible pump depletion.  As described in section 2.2.2, 
specific examples such as threshold can be calculated.  Numerical solutions can provide 
more insight through their calculation of the complete Stokes wave.  For example, the 
well cited two-dimensional BOUNCE code of the Naval Research Laboratory 
numerically solves the coupled wave equations for the case where the waves are no 
longer plane waves, but a function of x ( Ip(x, z) & Is(x,z) ).45  The coupled equations 
solved in this paper take the parabolic form (in two-dimensional Cartesian geometry) 







































                  (2-35) 
These equations are similar to Equation 2-24 on page 17, but the loss term has again been 
neglected and, since the plane wave assumption is no longer used, the spatial derivative is 
not simplified.   
Subsequent papers on the BOUNCE code also added the effects of pump depletion46 
and optical waveguide effects.47  The findings of the numerical simulations compared 
well with the analytical results.  One item of interest is that, as expected, the code showed 
that conjugated light passing twice through an aberrating medium did closely match that 
of the incident beam in the far field.46  
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In an attempt to model the full 3-dimensional SBS phase conjugation process, Hu, et 
al.,48 adopted a new approach to numerically solving the complex differential coupled 
equations.  The approach adapted the equations into a form that allowed solution by a 
pertubative method.  The work included the effects of pump depletion and diffraction and 
demonstrated that the previous analytical solutions, indeed, provide adequate solutions 
for the conditions in which they are solvable.  
A fortunate aspect of the phase conjugation process is that while the theory is 
continually developed, the experimental reports and applications have been quite 
extensive.  The previous investigations that are critical to this experiment are presented in 




3 SBS Beam Cleanup and Combining 
The first method for power scaling multiple channels is based upon the beam cleanup 
properties present when exciting an SBS beam in a long ( > 1 km) gradient index, 
multimode fiber.  This chapter investigates the background information related to beam 
cleanup and combining, the results achieved in extending the technology to larger 
diameter fibers, and an investigation in four-channel SBS beam combining. 
3.1. Background 
The first method for power scaling lasers using a multiple channel approach exploits 
the long fiber beam cleanup properties to combine multiple laser beams.  Long fiber 
beam combining is based upon the observation by Bruesselbach49 that long fibers create 
an SBS beam in which the Stokes beam has an intensity distribution corresponding to the 
fundamental fiber mode, LP01, irrespective of the pump intensity profile.  It is possible to 
exploit this property and ‘clean up’ a distorted pump beam.   
The beam cleanup properties of long optical fibers have traditionally been attributed 
to the preferential gain of the fundamental mode of the Stokes beam (compared to higher-
order modes) because of its better overlap with the multimode pump beam.  A recent 
investigation by Murray et al.50 proposes that beam cleanup observed in stimulated 
Raman scattering (SRS) is related to the statistical central limit theorem.  The theorem 
states that a large number (n ≥ 30 for most applications) of sufficiently well-behaved 
distributions may be approximated by a Gaussian distribution.51  If the input pump and 
Stokes beams are examined in terms of their plane wave components, the nonlinear 
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polarization for SRS may be expressed as a two-dimensional convolution and 
autoconvolution of the plane wave components.  In this case, the convolutions converge 
towards a Gaussian distribution by the central limit theorem.  The result is that the Raman 
gain distribution from a multimode pump approaches that of a Gaussian and favors 
amplification of the Stokes beam in the fundamental fiber mode.  While this work in 
beam cleanup was developed for SRS, it is equally valid for beam cleanup observed 
using SBS.52  
SBS beam cleanup was verified by Rodgers et. al.22 and their work furthered the 
investigation to provide a means for beam combination.  The group focused two beams 
into an optical fiber and allowed the beams to combine using the cleanup properties.  
There are two basic methods of SBS beam combining, coherent beam combining and 
incoherent beam combining.  The difference between the two is in the spectral separation 
of the input pump beams.  If the beams are separated by less than a Brillouin gain 
bandwidth, in this case < 100 MHz, the pumps drive a common SBS wave that draws 
energy from both beams.  This is demonstrated in cases when a single source is split into 
two beams and combined into the fiber or when two different sources are used but kept 
within 100 MHz of each other.  Slope efficiencies as high as 67% were observed.   
For incoherent beam combining, two laser sources separated by more than 100 MHz 
are required.  A later paper by Russell23  investigated incoherent beam combining in more 
detail and demonstrated that in this case, separate SBS waves are excited by the two laser 
beams.  While spectrally different, both beams produced the LP01 providing excellent 
spatial overlap.  This method of beam combining can be advantageous in attempting to 
develop high power lasers.  In the case of coherent combining, the SBS threshold is 
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dependent on the combined power of the beams.  This can lead to problems with 
stimulation of the second order Stokes component as powers increase.53  In incoherent 
beam combining, each pump beam excites a separate Stokes beams and the thresholds for 
each Stokes order is only dependent on the individual laser beams, not the combined 
power.   
Part of this research effort was to extend the SBS beam combining work of Rodgers22 
and Russell23 to include more input channels.  The details of the investigation are 
recorded in this chapter.   
3.2. 62.5-micron and 100-micron Beam Cleanup 
One of the first approaches for scaling SBS beam combination to higher power levels 
is to increase the core size of the fiber.  In previous work, the largest fiber used was a 50 
μm core diameter gradient index fiber.54  As the number of combined beams increases, 
the focusing geometry for coupling the beams into the fiber requires a larger core.  Before 
proceeding with larger fiber beam combination experiments, it was necessary to verify 
that the larger core still maintains the beam cleanup properties previously mentioned.   
The experimental setup used to demonstrate SBS beam cleanup in two larger core 
gradient index fibers is shown in Figure 5.  The laser source is a 1064 nm single-
frequency non-planar ring oscillator (NPRO) which was first reported by Kane and 
Byer55 and is commercially available from Lightwave Electronics.  The NPRO uses a 
monolithic Nd:YAG cavity in the presence of a magnetic field to generate unidirectional 
single mode oscillation and delivers a diffraction limited beam with a spectral linewidth  
< 5 KHz.  Our particular model has a maximum power output of 700 mW.  The laser is 
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first isolated from system feedback using a polarizing beam splitter (PBS)/Faraday 
rotator (FR) combination and is then transmitted into a two-pass amplifier.  The gain in 
this preamplifier is provided by a 3 mm diode-pumped Nd:YAG rod commercially 
available from Cutting Edge Optronics.  The maximum power output available from the 
two-pass amplifier is ~2 W, but the typical operation configuration produced an output 





1.  8.8 km, 62.5 μm fiber
2.  2.2 km, 100 μm fiber
















PBS:  Polarizing beam splitter
FR:     Faraday rotator
ND: Neutral density
 
Figure 5:  Schematic diagram to examine beam cleanup in 62.5 μm and 100 μm core diameter fibers. 
 
The output from the two-pass amplifier was collimated and passed through a beam 
aberrator consisting of two pieces of stretched plastic.  The stretched plastic was used to 
distort the phase front to demonstrate that a highly aberrated pump beam is capable of 
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producing a fundamental mode (LP01) through SBS beam cleanup.  The pump beam was 
focused into the fiber using a 20X (f = 8mm) microscope objective. 
The Stokes beam traveling in the backwards direction was collimated by the input 
objective and a portion of beam was reflected from a beam pickoff.  The pickoff is an 
optical wedge that is AR coated for 1064 nm on one side.  The pickoff was calibrated to 
calculate the total power generated in the Stokes beam.  The beam pickoff was also used 
to look at the spectrum using the Fabry-Perot optical spectrum analyzer and to record 
images with the Cohu CCD camera.  
The input-output characteristics for 8.8 km of 62.5 μm core gradient index fiber 
without the beam aberrator are shown in Figure 6.  The inset is included to add more 
detail to the lower power regime.  The SBS threshold in this experiment was 75 mW and 
the slope efficiency was 65%. 
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The Fabry-Perot spectrum analyzer scan shown in Figure 5 is used to observe the 
frequency shift of the SBS beam and verify SBS threshold.  Figure 7 shows the Fabry-





Figure 7:  Fabry-Perot spectrum analyzer data taken at a pump power of 100 mW.  The Fabry-Perot data is 
used to verify SBS threshold and to observe the frequency shift of the Stokes beam. 
 
The SBS frequency shift is measured by verifying the direction of the Fabry-Perot 
scan and calibrating the output using the known free spectral range (FSR) of the device.   
For the Burleigh Fabry-Perot spectrum analyzer (model # SA-800-A) used in this 
experiment, the FSR is 8 GHz and a decrease in laser frequency shifts the peaks to the 
left.  As detailed in section 2.2.1, the SBS shift is predicted to be a downshift of ~16 
GHz.  Because this shift is greater than the FSR of the Fabry-Perot, it is necessary to 
associate the correct pump peak with the corresponding Stokes peak in the multiple free 
spectral ranges observed in the scan.  Figure 8 illustrates this process.  In this case, the 
bold pump1 peak corresponds to the ~16 GHz downshifted Stokes 1 as shown in the 
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figure.  To determine the actual frequency shift, the known FSR of 8 GHz is used to 
calibrate the output and determine the actual value.  The frequency shift of the Stokes 
beam for this experiment with the 62.5 μm core diameter fiber as shown in Figure 7 is 







Figure 8:  Determining SBS frequency shift using a Fabry-Perot spectrum analyzer. 
 
The unaberrated input-output characteristics for 2.2 km and 6.6 km of 100 μm core 
gradient index fiber are shown in Figure 6.  The SBS thresholds and slope efficiencies for 
the 2.2 km and 6.6 km length were 300 mW / 82% and 200 mW / 80%, respectively. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 9:  SBS input vs. output characteristics for (a) 2.2 km and (b) 6.6 km, 100 μm fibers 
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To test the beam cleanup properties of the fibers, the beam aberrator was placed in the 
beam path and the spatial intensity profiles of both the reflected pump beam and 
backwards propagating Stokes beams were recorded with the Cohu CCD camera.  Figure 
10 shows the distorted pump beam for the (a) 62.5 μm and (c) 100 μm fibers (2.2 km) as 
well as the Stokes output (b) and (d), respectively.  It is evident from the figure that 
although a highly aberrated pump beam is used, the Stokes output is ‘cleaned up’ and 




Figure 10:  Spatial intensity distributions of the reflected pump and generated Stokes beam for the 62.5 μm 
(a,b) and the 100 μm (c,d) fibers.  The figure demonstrates that an aberrated input beam generates a 
Gaussian-like Stokes output through SBS beam cleanup.  
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As previously mentioned, the successful demonstration of beam cleanup with larger 
core gradient index fibers is an important step in scaling the technology to accommodate 
higher power levels.  The experimental verification of beam cleanup in both the 62.5 μm 
and 100 μm allows for further investigation in beam combining using stimulated 
Brillouin scattering and, specifically, allowed investigation of four beam combining as 
discussed below.  
3.3. Four-Channel Beam Combining 
The previous experiments investigating SBS beam combining have established the 
basis for combining multiple laser beams.  There are still, however, challenges to making 
the technique useful for multiple laser beam combination.  One of the problems is the 
lack of a device that permits efficient coupling of the input and output beams into and out 
of the SBS fiber.  In all previous experiments, a polarizing beam splitter was used for 
spatially superposing two input beams and an ordinary beam splitter separated the output 
Stokes beam.  Although acceptable for feasibility demonstration, the configuration is not 
acceptable for practical applications because of the poor output coupling efficiency.  
Moreover, it permits combining only two beams.  In order to make the SBS beam 
combining technique practical, one needs to develop an optical device that couples 
multiple input beams and output Stokes beam into and out of the SBS fiber efficiently.54 
This section investigates a beam combiner for joining multiple pump beams into the 
SBS fiber and coupling the Stokes beam out of the combining system with high 
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Figure 11:  Schematic diagram (a) and graphical end view (b) of the SBS beam combiner.  A picture of the 
actual beam combiner implemented in this study is shown in (c).  
  
The system is designed with a set of six pigtail fiber collimators transporting the 
pump beams arranged symmetrically around a center hole in a ‘Gatlin gun’ configuration.  
The pump beams are focused through a lens onto the end facet of a multimode SBS fiber 
that is, in turn, aligned to make its axis collinear with that of the pigtail collimators.  
When the total power of the pump beams exceeds the SBS threshold, the fiber will 
generate a Stokes beam.  The Stokes beam should be generated in the fundamental fiber 
mode due to the SBS beam cleanup property and travel backward through the center hole 
allowing for efficient coupling of the of the beam combiner output.  As shown in Figure 
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11c, the pigtail collimators are fixed in an aluminum plate which is held in a mirror 
mount such that the direction of the beams can be adjusted. 
3.3.1. Design 
In developing the SBS beam combiner, there are certain design considerations that 
must be simultaneously satisfied to achieve efficient input/output coupling.  The first 
consideration is that the size of the center hole must be sufficiently large to pass the 
collimated Stokes beam without clipping it.  Second, the focal spot size of the pump 
beams must be smaller than the core size of the SBS fiber.  Third, the numerical aperture 
of the pump beams as viewed from the SBS fiber must not exceed that of the fiber.  
Finally, the pigtail collimators have to be aligned and mounted such that the collimated 
beams are sufficiently parallel to each other.  Figure 11 shows a side view of the beam 














In calculating the required center hole size, it is necessary to determine the waist size 
of the output Stokes beam.  This experiment uses a gradient index fiber allowing us to 







= ,                        (3-1) 
where dSBS is the diameter of the SBS fiber.  This leads to a collimated output SBS waist 
size of 54 





λω 2=                      (3-2) 
for a collimating lens of focal length, fSBS.  In order to insure that 99% of the beam is 
transmitted through the center hole, the diameter is chosen to be greater than three times 
that of the expected SBS beam radius.  This leads us to a center hole design requirement 
of 





λ23> ,                     (3-3) 
where dh is the diameter of the center hole. 
The next design requirement is that the core size of the SBS fiber must be larger than 
the focused spot of the beams from the pigtail collimators.  In this case, the focal spot 
size of the beams is essentially a magnified image of the beam at the end facet of the 
pigtail fiber.  Consequently, the diameter of the focused beams (ds) at the SBS fiber facet 
is given by 




fd = ,                          (3-4) 
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where fcoll and dcoll are the focal length and fiber core diameter of the pigtail collimators, 
respectively.  The requirement for the SBS fiber core diameter (dSBS) then becomes 




fdd => .                         (3-5) 
The ray angle of the marginal ray of the pump beams being focused onto the SBS 
fiber facet is determined by the sum of the ray angle of the chief ray from the individual 
pigtail collimators and the marginal ray angle of the individual pump beam relative to its 






















,                (3-6) 
where NAcoll is the numerical aperture of the pigtail fiber.  The numerical aperture of the 
SBS fiber must be greater than this maximum ray angle to ensure the entire beam is 
coupled into the fiber. 
In order to capture all of the energy from the pigtail collimators, it is also necessary to 
align the output of the collimators so that the beams travel parallel with one another.  If 
the beams are not parallel, the focus spot will translate in the focal plane by an amount 
approximated as offSBSoffset fd θ≅ .  It is then necessary that this offset be kept small 
enough to accommodate the beams within the diameter of the SBS fiber core, i.e.  












,                        (3-7) 
Table 3 provides the values used in the subsequent experiment at λ = 1064 nm.  The 
numbers for the fiber pigtail collimator (fcoll, dcoll, NAcoll) are selected using units that are 
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commercially available.  The SBS focusing lens was selected as 15 mm and the center 
hole was set at 3 mm to be large enough for both the 62.5/100 μm fibers.  Four pigtail 
collimators were mounted around the hole along a 6.0 mm diameter circle (Lchief = 3.0 
mm) as shown in Figure 11.  With these design parameters, the numerical aperture is 
large enough to accommodate the largest ray angle and the magnified spot is smaller than 
the fiber core diameter.  As shown in the table, the output beams from the collimator need 
to be aligned so that they are parallel with a 1 to 3 mrad tolerance.    
Table 3:  Summary of multiple-channel beam combination (a) design parameters and (b) calculated values. 
    (a)       (b) 
Design parameters  62.5 μm/0.275 NA fiber 
100 μm/0.29 NA 
fiber 
fcoll = 2.6 mm  ds = 52 μm ds = 52 μm 
dcoll = 9 μm  θmax = 0.22 θmax = 0.22 
NAcoll = 0.12  dh > 2.5 mm dh > 2.0 mm 
dchief = 3 mm  θoffmax = 1 mrad θoffmax = 3 mrad 
fSBS = 15 mm    
dh = 3 mm    
 
The SBS beam combiner was produced based upon this design and tested as detailed 
in the following section 
3.3.2. Experiment 
Figure 13 shows the experimental schematic for testing the four-beam SBS combiner.  
In this configuration, the feasibility of SBS beam combination for fiber amplifier/ 
oscillator applications is simulated by splitting a master oscillator into four separate 








1.  8.8 km, 62.5 μm fiber






















Figure 13:  Schematic diagram for the four beam SBS combining experiment 
 
As described in more detail in Section 3.2, the 1064 nm, single-frequency source is 
isolated and amplified to generate ~ 2.0 W of pump power.  The output from the 
amplifier was collimated and passed through a half wave-plate/polarization beam splitter 
to control the power entering the beam splitting system.   The laser beam was split into 
four channels using a combination of 50/50 beam splitters with each channel having 
~25% of the power.  The beams from each channel were focused into the single-mode 
(SMF-28 9-μm, 0.12 NA) fiber pigtails using Optics for Research fiber ports (PAF).  The 
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fiber ports incorporate the focusing lens along with a direct connection for the fiber’s FC 
connector in a compact package.  The coupling efficiency through the single-mode fiber 
was typically 60-70%.   
The outputs from the beam combiner were focused into the SBS fiber using an f = 15 
mm lens.  Because a large lens aperture was required to accommodate all of the beams 
from the 6 mm diameter on which the collimators are mounted, it was not possible to use 
a microscope objective or aspheric lens.  Figure 14 shows the transmitted power through 
the fiber as the four beam input power was increased.  The output from the beam 
combiner was monitored and no evidence of a Stokes beam was observed.  As a 
comparison, the transmitted power when using a single beam directly in the center of the 
fiber (see Figure 6 and Figure 9b) is included.  In this case, the slope of the transmitted 
power reduces significantly once SBS threshold is achieved.  
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 Center channel transmitted power
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(a) (b) 
Figure 14:  Transmitted power for (a) 8.8 km of 62.5 μm core diameter and (b) 6.6 km of 100 μm core 
diameter fiber.  The transmitted power observed when seeding a single beam directly in the center is 
included for reference.  
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Although the total input power of the 4 beams from the pigtail collimators far 
exceeded the center-pumped SBS threshold, no Stokes output was observed.  In order to 
compare the 4-beam data with the center channel input, the 4-beam fiber coupling 
efficiency was determined using a short fiber.  Table 4 summarizes the results and 
quantifies the maximum power coupled using the 4-beam combiner as compared with 
direct center-pumping.  
Table 4:  Comparison of 4-beam combiner and centered-pumped SBS threshold for 62.5 μm and 100 μm 
core diameter fibers.    







62.5 μm, 8.8 km 58 mW 60% 600 mW 75 mW 
100 μm, 6.6 km 127 mW 84%  840 mW 200 mW 
 
Because there was not enough laser power available from the SBS beam combiner to 
excite the Stokes wave by itself, a subsequent experiment was designed using a seed 
coupled directly into the center of the fiber.  In this case, the center-pumped beam 
generated the SBS Stokes wave and the power from the beam combiner channels were 
added to determine how much is converted to the Stokes wave.  Figure 15 is the system 
schematic for this test.  The set-up is very similar to that described above.  For this 
experiment, a portion of the amplifier output was split at the polarizing beam splitting 
cube and used as the seed.  This beam was sent through a PBS/Faraday rotator 





1.  8.8 km, 62.5 μm fiber

























Figure 15:  Schematic diagram for the four beam SBS combining experiment with a center-pumped beam 
to initiate the Stokes wave.  
   
The additional lens in the path of the center seed was included to create a two-lens 
system for focusing the seed.  This was necessary to allow the seed focal point to overlap 
with that of the 4-beam combiner.  Because the fiber pigtail beams mounted in the beam 
combiner are 3 mm off-axis, the spherical aberration is significant enough to offset the 
focal point by ~2 mm from that of a center pumped channel.  This effect was tested and 
demonstrated by observing the transmitted power (well below SBS threshold) of a laser 
beam focused through the center of the 15 mm SBS lens and at two off-axis positions as 
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shown in Figure 16.  For each of the on/off-axis positions, the fiber was translated and 
aligned to the various z positions.  The figure shows the best focus spot for a beam 3 mm 
off-axis is ~2 mm closer than that of a beam going through the center of the lens.  By 
using a two-lens system, it is possible to shift the focal position of the seed beam to better 
overlap with the 4-beam SBS combiner. 





















 Center   -3 mm   -3.75 mm
 
Figure 16:  Effect of spherical aberration for off-axis focusing 
 
Using the set-up in Figure 15, the center seed was used to initiate the Stokes beam 
and the Stokes power conversion from the 4 fiber pigtail beams was observed.  Figure 17 
first shows the input to the fiber focusing lens with (a) the center seed alone and (b) the 
center seed with the four off-axis beams from the Gatlin gun beam combiner.  The 
generated Stokes beams for both configurations are given in (c) and (d).  In this 
configuration, a portion of the power from the SBS beam combiner was successfully 
transferred to energy in the Stokes beam.  The measured power conversion is given in 
Table 5.   
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Table 5:  Power conversion for the four beam SBS combiner with center seed. 
 Center channel 4 beams from Gatlin gun Both 
4 beam 
efficiency 
Power Input 490 mW 470 mW 960 mW  
SBS Power  200 mW 0 mW 275 mW 16% 





Figure 17:  Laser intensity profiles for the four-beam SBS combiner with center seed.  The input to the SBS 
lens is shown for the (a) center seed alone and (b) the center seed with four-beam input as well as the 
Stokes wave generated (c) without and (d) with the four-beam input. 




The work presented in the previous section is the first successful conversion of pump 
to Stokes power using four-channel SBS beam combination.   As shown in Figure 17d, 
the output is single-mode as expected due to the beam cleanup properties of the long 
gradient index fiber.  It is, however, desirable to improve upon the efficiency of the 
Stokes generation for the four-channel beam combination and eventually generate the 
Stokes beam without a center seed channel.  This section explores some of the issues in 
pursuing this goal.   
The primary limitation in accurately building the SBS beam combiner from the 
design parameters is the ability to make the beams parallel with one another.  As 
discussed in Section 3.2, to focus all of the beams into the fiber, it is necessary to keep 
them mutually parallel with only a 1-3 mrad tolerance.  This proved to be difficult.  The 
pigtail fibers are collimated using a gradient index lens that is pre-mounted when 
purchased.  Unfortunately, the alignment of the GRIN lenses was poor which was evident 
by a strong steering of the output beam.  From a purchase of 10 fiber pigtail collimators, 
only half of the units were usable for manufacturing the SBS beam combiner.  Great care 
was taken to optically align the collimators while gluing them in the beam combiner.  
However, some shift occurred during the curing process.   
Figure 18 shows (a) the collimated output of the SBS beam combiner and (b) the best 
focal overlap using an f = 20 cm lens.  The relatively long focal length lens (compared to 
f = 15 mm used for focusing into the fiber) was used to capture the intensity profiles 
using a CCD camera.  Although the misalignment appears severe using the 20 cm lens, 
60% and 84% coupling efficiency was achieved in the 62.5 μm and 100 μm fibers, 
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respectively.  It is desirable, however, to completely overlap the beams in the focal plane.  
Future investigations may explore new techniques to improve the pigtail collimator 
alignment when assembling the SBS beam combiner.  For example, it may be necessary 
to investigate alignment techniques and also to use a shrink-free epoxy 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 18:  Spatial intensity profiles showing (a) collimated output from the SBS beam combiner and (b) 
the best focal four beam overlap using a 20 cm lens.  Dark circular rings are included in (b) to help 
distinguish the different beams. 
 
Another limiting factor for the experiment was the amount of power available for the 
1064 nm, single-frequency source.  For this experiment, the four-channel SBS beam 
combination was tested with a maximum of ~ 2 W.  Future experiments may use a fiber 
amplifier such as described in Section 4.1 to increase the available power and further this 
beam combining investigation. 
Although having more power will be of great benefit, there still may be some 
limitation in the efficiency of the Gatlin gun SBS combiner scheme.  The SBS efficiency 
is proportional to the overlap of the coupled pump beam with the center of the optical 
fiber.54  When focusing light directly into the center of a fiber, more of the light is 
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coupled into the fundamental mode (LP01).  Since long fibers produce a Stokes beam 
corresponding to this fiber mode, the greater the pump overlap with the Stokes wave, the 
greater the SBS efficiency.  It thus becomes necessary to consider the ability to couple 
light into the fundamental fiber mode using the SBS beam combiner geometry.   
A variety of papers explore the efficiency of exciting lower order fiber modes for 
various launch conditions.56,57,58  The primary issue in using the SBS beam combiner is 
the effect of pumping the fiber with a tilted beam.  The chief ray of the fiber collimator 
beam 3 mm off-axis enters the fiber at an angle of 0.2 rad or 11.4°.  The paper by Imai 
and Hara56 models, specifically, the excitation of lower-order fiber modes with a tilted 
Gaussian beam.  According to their model, the efficiency for directly exciting the 
fundamental mode of the fiber with a Gaussian beam tilted at 0.2 rad is < 1%.  While this 
is a theoretical value not accounting for all the conditions for a long multimode fiber, it 
may present a scaling limitation using the Gatlin gun beam combiner design.  Future 
investigations with higher powers will clarify the effect of pumping the fiber with tilted 
Gaussian beams and determine its effects for SBS multiple channel beam combination. 
3.4. Conclusion 
This chapter investigated methods for power scaling SBS beam combining.  Scaling 
SBS beam cleanup to larger core diameter fibers was presented.  Although beam cleanup 
in long multimode gradient index fibers have been explored in detail, the previous work 
was limited to fibers with core diameters 50 μm and less.22,23  Power scaling SBS beam 
combination requires the use of larger fibers.  This work successfully demonstrated beam 
cleanup for both 62.5 μm and 100 μm core diameter fibers.  For multiple beam 
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combining, a technique for efficiently coupling the SBS beam was designed and tested.  
The SBS beam combiner provided the first successful demonstration of pump to Stokes 
power conversion from four-channel SBS beam combination.   
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4 SBS Beam Phasing 
One of the key areas of investigation for this research is that of phasing multiple laser 
beams.  As mentioned in the introduction, independently amplifying a master oscillator in 
separate channels and phasing the channels together is one major research effort in laser 
power scaling.  This chapter first provides the development of single-frequency fiber 
amplifiers necessary for the investigations and is followed by a series of experiments 
demonstrating and utilizing beam phasing using a long multimode fiber.  The final 
section of this chapter explores the use of a short (< 10 m) gain fiber as the SBS medium.   
4.1. Single-Frequency Fiber Amplifier 
One of the essential elements addressed in this research effort was developing a 
higher power single-frequency laser source.  The power available from the two-pass 
Nd:YAG rod amplifier discussed in chapter 3 was not sufficient for the remaining SBS 
investigations.  This section presents the development of a single-frequency fiber 
amplifier used in the subsequent experiments.  The work presented increased the 
available single-frequency radiation by almost an order of magnitude and allowed further 
investigations in multiple channel beam combining and phasing.  
4.1.1. Background 
Developing high power single-frequency laser radiation is of great interest in the 
optics community.  There are a wide variety of laser applications requiring a low-noise, 
diffraction limited, single-frequency laser source.  Some of the applications for these 
laser systems include gravitational wave detection at the Laser Interferometer and 
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Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO),59 generation of an adaptive optics sodium 
guidestar beacon,60 and coherent laser beam combination.61  For this research effort, the 
relatively narrow gain bandwidth of SBS (< 100 MHz) requires a single-frequency 
source. 
A few different approaches have been used to develop high power single-frequency 
laser radiation.  Most of the techniques are based in some way on a seed from a 
monolithic, nonplanar ring cavity (NPRO) as described previously.55  Although the 
NPRO provides excellent beam quality and frequency stability, the maximum reported 
power is ~2 W.62   
One approach for higher power is to amplify the NPRO output using an external 
Nd:YAG rod amplifier in a single-pass or two-pass geometry.  One amplifier system was 
developed by Lightwave Electronics for use in the LIGO system.63  In their 
configuration, four Nd:YAG rods, each pumped by two 20 W diode bars, were used for 
two-pass amplification.  The system, which was seeded with 500 mW from an NPRO, 
produced 20 W of output when pumped with a total of 144W of diode power.  The 20 W 
output from the two-pass amplifier was later amplified to 100 W using a combination of 
Nd:YAG slabs and a total pump power of 500 W.64  Overall, the low optical efficiency in 
the amplifiers is one of the drawbacks in using this system for a high power single-
frequency source. 
Another method for generating high power, single-frequency radiation is injection-
locking a slave laser to an NPRO master oscillator.  A wide variety of papers 
demonstrating this technique are available and power levels greater than 100 W of single-
frequency, 1064 nm output have been demonstrated.65,66,67  The difficulty with injection-
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locking systems is that they require complex electrical control.  Such a system makes it 
difficult to maintain long-term, reliable performance. 
In this work, a master oscillator fiber power amplifier was used to obtain the required 
high power, single-frequency source.  The experiment used a double-clad, large mode 
area (LMA) fiber, which has become a standard for high power fiber oscillators and 
amplifiers.   
LMA fibers typically have a core diameter between 20 and 30 μm.  For standard 
fibers of this size, the core allows multiple spatial modes to propagate through the fiber.  
In this case, however, the numerical aperture of the fiber is small.  Recall from section 
2.2.2  that the V-number is used as a reference for the number of modes that can 
propagate in the optical fiber.  From Equation 2-30, NAakV 0= .  Keeping the NA small 
results in a lower V-number, and thus, a lower number of propagating modes.   
While typical LMA fibers allow a few modes to propagate through the fiber, Koplow et. 
al. demonstrated that bend loss induced by coiling LMA fibers was sufficient to suppress 
the higher order modes to produce a single transverse mode output.68  Figure 19 
illustrates mode filtering for both 20 μm and 30 μm core diameter, 0.06 NA fibers.69  As 
the figure shows, the larger core diameter fiber requires a tighter bend to suppress the 
LP11 mode.  For example, with a bend radius of 5 cm, the modal loss for the LP11 mode is 































Figure 19:  Mode filtering in 20 μm and 30 μm, 0.06 NA fiber cores. 
 
As mentioned above, LMA fibers typically use a double cladding.  In this 
configuration, the inner cladding is coated with a low-index polymer so that it is also 
guides light through the fiber.  The inner cladding is designed with a much larger core 
diameter (~200-400 μm) and high numerical aperture (~0.46) to accommodate pumping 
from fiber-coupled diode lasers.  This inner cladding is often given a non-round shape to 
prevent helical mode propagation, which prevents absorption of the pump light into the 
fiber core.    
Figure 20 shows a basic geometry for implementing a ytterbium-doped LMA fiber 
amplifier.  While fiber amplifiers are often pumped from only one side of the fiber, a 
more comprehensive case of launching a diode pump from both ends of the fiber is 
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Figure 20:  Large mode area Yb-doped fiber amplifier 
 
The dual wavelength notation indicates two typical wavelengths used for pumping 
Yb-doped fiber, 915 nm and 975 nm.  The absorption and emission spectrum for Yb is 





Figure 21:  Absorption and emission spectrum for Yb-doped fiber 
 
Although the absorption centered near 915 nm is weaker than the peak at 975 nm, it is 
also much broader spectrally.  The broad spectrum reduces the constraints on wavelength 
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control, which can lead to simpler implementation.  For the strong absorption peak at 975 
nm, the narrow spectrum requires precise diode wavelength monitoring through active 
temperature control.  Thus, pumping with a 975 nm diode is more complex, but may be 
preferred for the stronger absorption.   
Large mode area gain fiber has been very successful in amplifying single-frequency 
lasers.  Höfer et al. used a 9 m Yb-doped LMA fiber amplifier to generate 20.1 W of 
single-frequency, single-transverse mode operation.71  In their work, 500 mW of 1064 nm 
NPRO light seeded the amplifier which was pumped with up to 60W at 915 nm.  The 
reported slope efficiency for the experiment was 38%.  A later investigation from the 
same group used 9.4 m of Yb-doped LMA fiber with an 800 mW NPRO seed and 180 W 
of diode pump power at 976 nm to yield over 100 W of single-frequency radiation.72  
Most recently, 264 W of single-frequency output was achieved with an LMA fiber 
pumped by 390 W at 975 nm.73 
4.1.2. Fiber Amplifier Implementation 
Figure 13 shows the experimental schematic for the master oscillator fiber power 
amplifier implemented in this work.  The primary components are the master oscillator, 
LMA double clad fiber, and a fiber-coupled diode laser.  The master oscillator is a 1064 
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Figure 22:  Schematic diagram for master oscillator fiber power amplifier 
 
The Yb-doped LMA fiber used for this experiment is available commercially from 
Nufern (LMA-YDF-20/400).  Table 6 displays the specifications for the fiber.   
Table 6: Nufern large mode area double clad Yb-doped fiber specifications 
Core Diameter 20 μm 
Inner Clad Diameter 400 μm 
Coating Diameter 550 μm 
Absorption 915nm/975 nm 0.6 dB/m  /  2.0 dB/m 
Core NA 0.06 
Cladding NA 0.46 
Octagonal shape  
 
As described above, the 20 μm/0.06 NA fiber core can maintain a single mode output by 
inducing bend loss to the higher order modes.  The model shown in Figure 19 indicates 
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that a 5 cm bend radius should induce sufficient bend loss to the LP11 mode.  Using this 
model, a 10 cm diameter Al spool was manufactured and 10 m of the fiber was precisely 
wrapped onto the spool.  In addition to providing the necessary bend loss, the Al spool 
also serves as a heat sink.  Thus, the fiber is spooled in only a single layer with sufficient 
separation between each wrap.  Ten meters of fiber is sufficient length to absorb 99% of 
the 975 nm diode pump that is coupled into the inner cladding and is absorbed at 2.0 
dB/m.   
One end of the fiber is angle cleaved to prevent self-oscillation in the amplifier.  If 
both ends of the fiber are perfectly flat, the Fresnel reflection from the fiber ends may 
provide sufficient feedback to lase.  The angle cleave was around 8°, although small 
angles (~4°) were sufficient to suppress oscillation with the available pump power.  
Figure 23 shows sample side profile views for a relatively flat and an angle cleave of the 








As pump power increases, it may be necessary to angle cleave both the input and output 
to prevent oscillation.  In this experiment, however, the seed input end was kept flat to 
facilitate seed laser coupling.  
The seed light is coupled into the LMA fiber core using a 10X (f=15.4 mm) aspheric 
fiber coupling lens (New Focus 5726-H-B).  The small core diameter and low NA of the 
LMA fiber makes the input coupling difficult and the maximum coupling efficiency 
achieved into the core was ~60%.  The total input power was typically ~500 mW and the 
~300 mW coupled into the core was sufficient for the amplifier.  The light missing the 
core is guided via the inner cladding and passed out the back end. 
The Yb-doped fiber amplifier is pumped from the back end using a 975 nm fiber-
coupled diode laser.  Two 25 W diode lasers were used in this experiment and Figure 24 
shows the power output vs. current for the two devices.   
 




































The diode lasers are actively cooled to ensure spectral overlap with the narrow Yb-
absorption spectrum at 975 nm.  The diode lasers are nominally 976 nm with a FWHM 
bandwidth of ~4 nm and are wavelength tunable at ~0.4 nm/deg C.  Figure 25 shows a 
sample spectrum as well as the effect of temperature tuning the diode wavelength. 
 































slope= 0.36 nm/deg C
(a) (b) 
Figure 25:  (a) Sample spectrum and (b) temperature wavelength tuning of the LIMO fiber coupled diode 
laser. 
 
As shown in Figure 22, the output from the 200 μm/0.2 NA diode laser fiber is 
collimated, transmitted through a dichroic beam splitter, and coupled into the inner 
cladding (400 μm/0.46 NA) of the Yb-doped LMA fiber.   The higher brightness of the 
diode laser fiber (relative to the LMA inner cladding) reduces the difficulty in coupling 
the diode light.  Because the collimated output of the diode laser still diverges rather 
quickly, the distance between the two fibers is kept as short as possible to ensure all of 
the light passes through the clear aperture of the LMA fiber objective lens.  
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Figure 26 shows the input-output characteristics of the fiber amplifier when seeded 
with ~500 mW.  The inset in the figure is a scan from the Fabry-Perot analyzer verifying 
single-frequency operation at the maximum output power.     

















Diode pump power (W)
 
Figure 26:  Input-output characteristics for the Yb-doped LMA fiber seeded with 500 mW.  The amplifier 
achieved 13.4 W of power with a slope efficiency of 67%.  The inset Fabry-Perot spectrum analyzer scan 
verifies the single-frequency output of the amplifier. 
 
The coiling of the LMA fiber on the 10 cm diameter aluminum spool was sufficient 
to ensure single mode operations as shown in Figure 27a .  As a comparison, Figure 27b 
shows the amplifier output with the fiber coiled on a 17 cm diameter spool.  In this case, 
the bending loss for higher order modes is not as high (see Figure 19) and the output 






Figure 27:  (a) Fiber amplifier output showing the single transverse mode operation for the LMA fiber 
spoiled on a 10 cm spool.  For comparison, (b) shows the fiber amplifier output when the fiber is coiled on 
a larger, 17 cm spool. 
  
To quantify the beam quality of the fiber amplifier, the output was measured using a 
Coherent ModeMaster.  The ModeMaster uses a scanning lens and a rotating knife edge 
to determine the M2 along with the beam propagation characteristics.74  Table 7 lists the 
beam parameters determined from the ModeMaster scan taken at full output power 
(13.4W).  The M2 is less than 1.1 confirming diffraction limited performance.  
Table 7:  Beam parameters for the 13.4 W fiber amplifier output measured using the Coherent Mode-
Master.  M2 is the beam quality parameter, ω0 is the spot size, Zr is the Rayleigh range, and θdiv is the beam 
divergence.    
 Beam Parameter X Y R 
M2 0.97* 1.0 1.0 
2ω0 680 μm 585 μm 636 μm 
Zr 0.353 m 0.252 m 0.290 m 
θdiv 1.93 mrad 2.32 mrad 2.13 mrad 
 
                                                 
* The M2 accuracy of the Coherent ModeMaster is ±5%. 
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Although the LMA fiber is not polarization maintaining, the stress-induced 
birefringence induced by coiling on the 10-cm diameter spools was sufficient to produce 
a polarized output.  The polarization axis changes slowly as the fiber reaches thermal 
equilibrium, but after sufficient warm-up, a polarization ratio greater than 500:1 could be 
maintained.  The half-wave plates on both ends of the fiber amplifiers shown in Figure 22 
are used to align the input polarization to that of the fiber as well as to control the output 
polarization.  
4.1.3. Discussion 
The single-frequency amplifier presented in this section was developed to further the 
investigations of SBS in optical fibers.  The work increased the available power by 
almost an order of magnitude, allowing for new SBS investigations previously not 
accessible.  Additionally, having fiber-based amplifiers is advantageous for exploring 
multiple channel SBS beam combining and phasing.  The double-clad, Yb-doped LMA 
fiber provides over 13 W of single-frequency radiation with a slope efficiency of 67%.  
The output beam is diffraction limited and can provide a polarized output. 
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4.2. SBS Beam Phasing Using Long Multimode Fiber 
This section describes investigations of beam phasing using a long multimode fiber as 
the SBS medium.  The background for SBS beam phasing is provided, followed by  
experimental results for a variety of configurations.   The work presented is the first 
demonstration of the technique and the significant progress achieved in phasing two-
channel power amplifiers justifies consideration for future high power applications.    
4.2.1. Background 
As mentioned previously, one method for power scaling lasers is to split a master 
oscillator into multiple channels and amplify each one separately.  The total power from 
all of the amplified channels is then used to propagate to the target.  One problem that 
becomes evident in this approach is that each of the amplifier channels will have different 
path lengths and will not be in phase.  The phase difference between the channels 
becomes important when focusing the total output beam.  In order to achieve the 
maximum intensity in the far field, it is necessary that the individual beams match in 
phase, making it desirable to develop a ‘phased’ laser array.  Research in phased laser 
arrays is typically centered on either electro-optically controlling the phase of the laser 
through a servo interface or beam phasing through nonlinear optical phase conjugation.  
A significant effort is taking place for developing an electro-optically controlled 
optical phased array.61,75,76  While the specific approach varies among research groups, 
the basic premise remains the same.  In this method, a master oscillator is split into 
multiple channels and is amplified separately in the individual channels.  The signal from 
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each channel then interferes with a portion of the master oscillator that is split off and 
frequency shifted via an acousto-optic cell.  The interference pattern generates a beat 
waveform that is used to measure the relative phase of each channel.  The phase of each 
leg is then actively controlled using a phase modulator.61  This approach has successfully 
phased multiple elements to generate a phased amplifier array.61,75,76  The difficulty with 
this implementation is the complexity associated with the number of optical components 
and the associated electronics.  As the number of amplifier channels increase, the 
complexity grows.  For this reason, it is very attractive to develop an accurate phasing 
method without the need for complex electronic control. 
 One passive method for beam phasing employs the nonlinear optics process known 
as mutual phase conjugation.  Figure 28 shows a set-up for a two-channel beam phasing 
experiment and is used to illustrate the process.   In this configuration, a master oscillator 
is split into two channels.  Traveling with its own optical path, each channel is amplified 
separately and focused into the same SBS medium.  The optical path length difference of 
the channels results in a phase difference (or piston error) for the two beams entering the 
SBS medium.  As the two beams are focused into the SBS medium (in this case, an 
optical fiber), the multiple beams appear as a single beam that has phase and intensity 
modulation associated with the piston error.  The piston error from the two beams is 
conjugated and the Stokes beam retraces each channel’s respective optical path resulting 
in a zero phase delay (piston error) between the beams.  This process is also referred to as 










Figure 28:  Basic two-channel SBS beam phasing experimental schematic  
 
While the end goal of this type of beam phasing is to amplify each channel, a large 
group of papers is published using SBS mutual phase conjugation to correct piston errors 
in unamplified path lengths.  Much of the work is well summarized in a review paper by 
Moyer77 and a few of the significant results are discussed in detail below.    
Basov et al.19 was the first to successfully demonstrate piston correction by separating 
a laser beam into two channels with a double dove prism and combining them in an SBS 
cell.  Besides demonstrating the concept, the authors also revealed the necessity for 
focusing the beams into the same portion of the medium.  If the lasers are combined in 
the same portion of the medium, the acoustic field created is common to all beams and 
proper phase conjugation is possible.  On the other hand, if the SBS beams excite a 
separate acoustic wave, the random nature of SBS generation from thermal noise causes 
the beams to have a random relative phase.  Experimental evidence supports this idea by 
Basov’s demonstration of coherent combination for overlapped beams and incoherent 
combination when the beams are not overlapped.19 
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 The same group reports another discovery related to efficient beam phasing in a later 
paper.78  After phase conjugation, the residual piston error (δ in waves) resulting from the 
small frequency difference between the pump and Stokes beams is given by the relation 
     LBΔΔ=δ ,             (4-1) 
where ΔB is the SBS shift in wave number and ΔL is the optical path length difference.  
The limitation imposed by this equation is that for the desired piston correction accuracy, 
it is necessary to accurately control the measurable optical path length difference (OPD) 
between the channels.16,78  As an example related to this research, a laser wavelength of 
1064 nm has an estimated SBS shift of ~16 GHz  (ΔB = 53.3 m-1, see section 2.2.1) and 
requiring a maximum piston correction error of 0.1 waves leads to a maximum path 
length difference of 1.9 mm.  Fortunately, the relative piston error cycles with respect to 
the OPD through multiple waves allowing for a repetition of good phasing positions (i.e., 
δ≈0, 1, 2, etc.).   Previous work has demonstrated this cyclic nature with OPD in systems 
without amplifers78 and this research effort investigated the issue for the first time using 
active amplification as described in the sections below.  A final requirement to achieve 
good beam phasing with this approach is that the total path length difference needs to be 
a small fraction of the laser coherence length.16,78 
Moyer et al.16 investigated SBS piston error correction for the specific purpose of 
coherently combining multiple laser beams.  Figure 29 shows the experimental schematic 




Figure 29:  Experimental schematic used by Moyer et. al.16 to investigate SBS piston error correction. 
 
In their experiment, a pulsed single-frequency laser operating at 355 nm was split into 
two channels using clipper mirrors.  The two beams traveled their own passive optical 
path and were focused into a single SBS cell.  A trombone arm was used in one of the 
channels to control the residual piston error as described above.  In their experiment, a 
lateral shearing interferometer (LSI, see Figure 30) was used to investigate the beam 
phasing properties and verified successful piston error correction.  This same diagnostic 
was used for this dissertation effort and the details of its operation are described below.  
The lateral shearing interferometer (LSI) shown in Figure 30 consists of a pair of 
uncoated wedges aligned so that the inner surfaces are nearly parallel to each other.  The 
parallel beams entering the system are partially reflected from both of these surfaces.  
The result is that one of the reflections is laterally displaced from the other so that three 
different zones of interference are created.  The two outer regions are self-interference 
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from each of the two channels with its laterally displaced self.  The center region is 
mutual interference between the channels.  Beam phasing is demonstrated when the 















Figure 30:  Lateral Shearing Interferometer (LSI).  The reflections from the two inner surfaces of the LSI 
create regions of self interference of the individual laser beams and mutual interference between the two 
beams.  Continuity across the three regions indicates successful piston error correction. 
 
Additional published investigations on SBS beam phasing include effects of back-
seeding,16,79 beam parameter characterization (bandwidth, power ratio, polarization 
mismatch),80 and theoretical studies on beam phasing efficiency.81,82  Some additional 
experiments furthered this concept for power scaling by demonstrating pulsed laser beam 
phasing for two channels, each containing a Nd:YAG rod amplifier.17,18   Perhaps one of 
the greatest limitations for the early work was the requirement for precise alignment in 
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the SBS cell.79,81,83  It is for this reason that a more recent investigation used a multi-mode 
fiber as the SBS medium to phase a pulsed laser beam traveling in a passive two-channel 
system.84  Having the waveguide geometry negates the stringent overlap requirement and 
leads to simpler implementation.  This is the method used in this investigation. 
Another limitation to the early experiments in SBS beam phasing is the requirement 
of using a pulsed laser system.  In all previous work, pulsed laser systems were used in 
order to reach the high peak powers necessary to reach SBS threshold.  While a pulsed 
implementation is satisfactory for some work, for many applications it is desirable to use 
a cw laser beam.  This provided the motivation to investigate cw SBS beam phasing.  
One of the advantages of using an optical fiber for the SBS medium is that longer 
lengths can be used to reduce the SBS threshold.  As evident from Equation 2-31 (pg. 
19), increasing the length of the fiber decreases the SBS threshold.  For long lengths of 
fiber, the SBS threshold for single-frequency laser sources reduces to levels obtainable 
with a cw laser source.  For example, the work in Section 3.2 reports SBS thresholds of 
200-300 mW.   
While using a longer fiber reduces the SBS threshold to levels accessible to cw laser 
sources, the Stokes beam no longer produces a complete phase conjugate of the pump 
beams.  As discussed in Section 2.3.2, to obtain full spatial phase conjugation, a short 
multi-mode fiber (typically <10m) should be used as the SBS medium.  As the fiber 
length increases, the non-phase conjugate portion of the beam resulting from the 
difference between the pump and Stokes frequencies increases.37   Nevertheless, this 
research effort used a long gradient index fiber (4 km) to lower the SBS threshold to a 
level attainable with a laboratory cw laser system.  In this type of fiber, the Stokes 
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intensity profile corresponds to the LP01 fiber mode irrespective of the pump profile 
through the beam cleanup process discussed in Chapter 3.22  Although it would clearly be 
better to have full transverse spatial phase conjugation in addition to piston phase 
correction, this investigation’s primary goal is beam phasing and the experiments of this 
section investigate the phasing properties when using a long multimode fiber for the SBS 
medium. 
This research demonstrates that phase conjugation necessary for beam phasing is 
achieved even though the long fiber does not produce a full spatial phase conjugate.  The 
critical requirement for phasing multiple channel beams is the generation of a common 
SBS beam pumped jointly by beams from each channel.  To accomplish this, the beams 
work together to set up a common acoustic phonon field that is unique to the coherent 
sum of the pump waves and feeds the growth of the Stokes beam.  Thus, the SBS beam 
produced has a phase that is related to that of the combined pump beams and is a phase 
conjugate of the piston phase difference between the pump beams. 
4.2.2. Beam Phasing Two Passive Channels 
An initial experiment was designed to test the feasibility of using a long multimode 
fiber for SBS beam phasing.  The experiment was similar to previous work by Moyer16 
and Willis84 in that it separated a beam into two passive optical paths and focused the 
beams into a single SBS medium.  However, this experiment used a single-frequency cw 
laser as the pump for the SBS process and a long multimode fiber for the SBS medium.  




















PBS:  Polarizing beam splitter
FR:     Faraday rotator
TFP:   Thin-film polarizer
X: Fusion Splice










Figure 31:  Experimental schematic testing SBS beam phasing for two passive channels.  A 2:1 fiber 
coupler is used to combine the two beams into a single 4-km, 50 μm core diameter gradient index fiber. 
 
A single-frequency 1064 nm NPRO is amplified by a diode-pumped Nd:YAG rod in 
a two-pass configuration.  The output beam from the amplifier is collimated and the 
polarization is rotated to horizontal so that the entire laser beam passes through the thin-
film polarizer (TFP).  The laser beam passes through the Faraday rotator and is wavefront 
split using two right angle prisms.  The separate channels are focused into the ends of a 
fiber optic coupler using Optics for Research fiber ports (PAF) one of which could be 
translated to adjust the optical path length difference of the channels. 
The fiber coupler used for the experiment is manufactured using fused biconically 
tapered technology developed in the late 1970’s.85  In this method, the fibers are tapered 





Figure 32:  Fused fiber coupler 
 
The light from the two input channels is split into the two output channels and the power 
splitting ratio can be controlled by the geometry of the device when the fibers are fused.  
The couplers purchased for this experiment were produced using Corning 50/125 
multimode fiber (50 μm core diameter, 0.20 NA) and were specified with a nominal 50% 
splitting.  The standard device produced with this technology is a 2:2 coupler as shown in 
Figure 32.  A 2:1 fiber coupler is achieved by simply terminating one of the fiber output 
ends and accepting the associated power loss.   
The output from the 2:1 fiber coupler was fused to ~4 km of matching 50 μm core 
diameter fiber, which served as the SBS medium.  The Stokes wave generated in the fiber 
travels back through the system where the rotated polarization (now vertical) is reflected 
from the TFP to the diagnostics.    
The Stokes beams from the two channels travel side by side to the LSI and a portion 
of the beams are reflected from each surface as described above.  The light is expanded 
using a negative lens and the interference pattern formed on the viewing screen is 
captured by imaging the surface of a viewing screen to a CCD camera. 
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Examples of observed LSI fringes for this experiment are shown in Figure 33.  Here, 
(a) shows the two reflections from the LSI surfaces before the beams are brought together 
to form the interference fringes.  In Figure 33b, the beams are brought together such that  
portions of the left and right beams interfere with their laterally displaced selves (self-
interference regions).  Portions of the left and right beams also interfere with each other  
to create a region of mutual interference as described above.  The continuity of the 




Figure 33:  Data from the lateral shearing interferometer (a) before the two reflections from the LSI are 
brought together and (b) after the reflections are overlapped to form interference fringes.   
 
For comparison, a flat mirror was placed in front of both input ports of the 2:1 fiber 
coupler as shown in Figure 31.  Previous experiments placed a single flat mirror directly 
in front of the SBS medium,16,84 but the fusion spliced geometry of this experiment 
prevented this implementation.  Figure 34a shows the fringes formed by the reflection 
from the flat mirrors.  In this case, the piston error between the two beams is not properly 
compensated and the two beams are not in phase as is evident from the lack of continuity 
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across the fringe zones.  The right frame is another phased example of the fringes formed 




Figure 34:  LSI data showing (a) lack of continuity across the fringe zones (unphased) using a flat mirror  
and (b) continuity across the fringes (phasing) using the SBS multi-mode fiber. 
 
The input-output performance of this passive phasing test is given in Figure 35.  The 
backreflected Stokes and transmitted pump beams are plotted vs. total input power prior 
to the prism splitting.  It should be noted, however, that only ~40% of this power is 
coupled into the long multimode fiber due to the losses, primarily in the 2:1 fiber coupler.  
Recall that when using a 2:1 fiber coupler, half of the power is lost in the unused, 
terminated end.  The figure clearly shows an SBS threshold at ~500 mW of total input 
power and the inset scan from the Fabry-Perot spectrum analyzer displays the smaller 
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Figure 35:  Stokes input-output characteristics for the 2:1 passive fiber phasing test. 
 
This initial test of SBS beam phasing verified the ability of a long fiber to 
successfully correct for piston error and phase the output beams from a multiple channel 
system.  There were, however, some difficulties in using a 2:1 fiber coupler as part of the 
implementation.  The primary hindrance is output power fluctuations, which are evident 
in both the power measurements and the LSI fringes.  For the LSI data, the fringes flash 
as the beam intensity changes.  The power fluctuations and stability issues associated 
with using fiber couplers is explored in more detail in Section 4.2.5 
Another observation made using the 2:1 fiber couplers is that there is a strong bias to 
one of the input channels in that it produces an SBS Stokes beam with much greater 
efficiency and lower threshold.  This effect is evident when looking at SBS input-output 
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Figure 36:  Stokes input-output characteristics for (a) channel #1 and (b) channel #2 of the 2:1 fiber coupler 
individually.  The bottom axis is vs. total input power for easy comparison with Figure 35, while the top 
axis provides the power measured in each channel following the prism wavefront split.  
 
For the graphs, the data is plotted vs. both the input power to the respective channel 
(top) and the total system input power (bottom).  The individual input power is measured 
after the prism splitting and does not include the loss in the 2:1 coupler.  The actual 
transmission through the fiber coupler and into the long multimode fiber is ~ 45%, where 
most of the lost power is transferred to the terminated output end of the fiber coupler as 
previously described.  The total input power is provided for direct comparison with 
Figure 35. 
The stronger SBS channel is #2 where the threshold is 200-300 mW.  The weaker 
SBS channel #1 does not reach threshold until ~500 mW.   For both observations, the 
Fabry-Perot spectrum analyzer was used to verify the SBS thresholds.  In addition, the 
input fibers were switched to verify that the difference between the two channels is 
indeed due to the 2:1 fiber coupler and not related to another factor in the configuration.   
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It is important to note that although channel #1 requires more power to excite the 
Stokes beam by itself, both channels contribute to the Stokes beam generation when 
simultaneously pumping the fiber.  This is apparent when comparing the two-channel 
output power (Figure 35) with the individually pumped values (Figure 36) and was 
confirmed in the laboratory.   
Looking back at Figure 32 (pg. 72) helps to explain why one of the channels produces 
a stronger SBS signal.  The most probable explanation is that light coupled into and out 
of the same side of the fiber coupler has greater overlap with the fundamental mode of 
the fiber.  Since SBS efficiency is dependent on the overlap of the pump beam with the 
fundamental mode of the fiber,54 this channel produces a much stronger Stokes output.  
For example, if the laser is coupled into input fiber # 1 of Figure 32, the light coupled 
through the same side to output #1 has a better overlap with the fundamental mode than 
that passing to output #2.   
For a 2:1 fiber coupler, one of the outputs is terminated.  In this case, one of the input 
channels passes through with strong fundamental mode overlap and correspondingly 
strong Stokes generation.  The other input channel, which crosses over into the output 
channel, does not have as good of excitation of the fundamental mode resulting in weaker 
Stokes output. 
The successful SBS beam phasing of the passive channel presented in this section 
provided the motivation to extend the investigation to include an active amplifier in each 
channel.  Further investigations using a long fiber for SBS beam phasing including more 




4.2.3. Beam Phasing Two Amplified Channels Using a 2:1 Fiber 
Coupler 
After the initial demonstration of long fiber SBS beam phasing as presented in 
Section 4.2.2, an experiment was designed to extend the work to include an active 
amplifier in each channel.  Whereas using passive, unamplified, channels is sufficient for 
initial concept demonstration, the real system utility is in phasing multiple channel 
amplifiers.  Figure 37 shows the system diagram used for the test.   
Similar to the experiment above, the single-frequency NPRO was preamplified, 
collimated, and passed through a thin film polarizer / Faraday Rotator combination.  The 
laser beam was wavefront split using two right angle prisms and was coupled into 
separate fiber amplifiers.  The two fiber amplifiers are built from Yb-doped, double clad, 
large mode area fibers as developed in Section 4.1.  This large mode-area fiber has a core 
diameter of 20 μm with 0.06 NA and an octagonal-shaped guided inner cladding of 400 
μm.  The fiber lengths are 1003.6 cm and 994.4 cm for channels #1 and #2, respectively.  
While keeping such precise track of the fiber length is difficult, it is necessary to 
accurately control the channels’ optical path length (OPL) to help minimize the residual 
piston error discussed in Section 4.2.1.  Both fibers are coiled onto an aluminum spool 
































PBS:  Polarizing beam splitter
FR:     Faraday rotator
TFP:   Thin-film polarizer
DBS:  Dichroic beam splitter
X: Fusion Splice





Figure 37:  Experimental schematic testing SBS beam phasing for two amplified channels.  A 2:1 fiber 
coupler is used to combine the two beams into a single 4-km, 50 μm core diameter gradient index fiber. 
 
The amplifier fibers are pumped by separate 975 nm diode lasers producing up to 
25W and dichroic beam splitters (DBS) are used to couple the diode pump beams into the 
amplifier fibers.  The amplified output beams from both channels were coupled into a 
commercially available 2:1 fiber optic coupler which was directly fusion-spliced to the 
long SBS fiber.  The input of one of the 2:1 couplers could be translated to change one of 
the channel's optical path lengths and minimize the residual piston error.  The SBS fiber 
was the same used in the passive phasing experiment of Section 4.2.2, a multi-mode fiber 
with 50-μm core (Corning LDF-50/125 MMF, 0.20 NA), 4 km in length. 
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The coherent combination of the two amplified single-frequency beams combine to 
generate a backwards propagating SBS beam.  Although the SBS beam is not a complete 
spatial phase conjugate, it is possible to properly align that system so that a portion of the 
SBS beam is coupled into the fiber amplifiers for a second pass.  The beams travel back 
through the system where the rotated polarization is reflected from the TFP to the 
diagnostics. 




Figure 38:  Lateral shearing interferometer data demonstrating two-channel amplified phasing using a 2:1 
fiber coupler.  (a) Shows both LSI surface reflections of the two Stokes beam traveling side by side.  The 
remaining figures (b-d) show LSI interference fringes of various thickness and spacing.  
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shows the two sets of reflections from each LSI surface.  The right beam is the Stokes 
beam from channel #1 and the left is from channel #2.  The two Stokes beams are 
brought together so as to create an inner region of mutual-interference of the two Stokes 
beams that is bounded by regions of self-interference on either side.  Three images 
representing fringes of different sizes are shown in Figure 38b-d.  It is possible to vary 
the size and number of fringes by making slight adjustments to the LSI.  All of the figures 
(b-d) are continuous across all three interference regions indicating that the two Stokes 
beams are in phase. 
A flat mirror was inserted in front of both inputs of the 2:1 fiber coupler to provide a 
phasing comparison for the Stokes beam.  Figure 39 portrays the comparison showing (a) 
lack of continuity across the fringe zones when a high reflector is used in contrast to (b) 
the continuity across fringe zones indicating beam phasing when the SBS fiber is used to 
generate the Stokes beams.  
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 39:  LSI fringe comparison for the two pass amplifier with (a) a flat mirror and (b) the SBS fiber 




For this test, the input power for each fiber amplifier was ~ 450 mW.  It is estimated 
that ~60% of the seed power is coupled into the LMA fiber core.  The light not coupled 
into the core is simply guided by the inner cladding and passed through the back end of 
the fiber.  The total phased output power from both channels after two-pass amplification 
is shown in Figure 40.  In this experiment, the maximum output power recorded was 560 
mW.  The experiment did not increase to higher powers because of the maximum power 
handling capability of the 2:1 fiber couplers.  The inset Fabry-Perot scan records the 
pump and Stokes beam from the experiment.   
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Figure 40:  Stokes input-output characteristics for the 2:1 amplifier fiber phasing test.  The output powers 
from both Stokes beams are plotted vs. the total diode pump power for both amplifiers. 
 
This experiment was the first successful cw demonstration of SBS beam phasing for a 
multiple channel amplifier.  The phasing demonstration of this section was a critical step 
in that it verified the phasing abilities when incorporating fiber amplifiers in SBS piston 
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error correction.  Prior to the successful phasing results, it was unknown whether the 
complexities of the fiber amplifier implementation (keeping long fiber lengths similar in 
length to minimize residual piston error, successfully coupling SBS in a second pass 
through the amplifier, etc.) would prohibit experimental demonstration of the concept.  
While this demonstration was a successful step, there were still practical limitations.   
One main issue is that the overall system efficiency was poor for this implementation.  
This is not a surprise considering that ~55% of the power passed through the 2:1 fiber 
couplers is lost through residual loss and coupling of light to the unused, terminated 
output.  Also, because the SBS beam generated in the fiber is not a true spatial phase 
conjugate, the beam does not automatically backtrack along its original path and the 
second amplifier pass is dependent on the optical alignment.  These two factors are likely 
the prime contributors to the low efficiency.  The experiment also displayed power 
fluctuations as observed in the passive experiment of Section 4.2.2.  The power 
fluctuations arise from using fiber optics couplers and are explored in more detail in 
Section 4.2.5.   
The insights developed from this experiment provided two new directions for 
exploration.  One was to investigate a method for coupling the beams into the SBS fiber 
without the difficulties associated with using fiber couplers.  This concept led to the 
polarization beam combining experiment described in Section 4.2.4.  Another was to 
examine an SBS beam phasing implementation that used both outputs of the 2:2 fiber 
coupler instead of simply terminating half of the power.  This topic is explored in Section 
4.2.5.   
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4.2.4. Beam Phasing Two Amplified Channels Using Polarization 
Combining 
In developing SBS beam phasing for practical applications, it is necessary to consider 
the overall system efficiency.  While the experiments presented thus far were successful 
in demonstrating SBS beam phasing using a long multimode fiber, the poor performance 
limits its functionality.  As discussed above, much of the poor performance in the 
previous section is attributed to the loss incurred at the 2:1 fiber coupler.  This section 
describes an alternative polarization beam combining approach that greatly increased the 
system efficiency and provided a stable, phased output from a two channel amplifier with 
power greater than 5 W.  The result allows multiple channel SBS beam phasing to be 
considered as a viable approach for laser power scaling. 
 The system schematic used in the experiment is provided in Figure 41.  The master 
oscillator is a 700 mW single-frequency Nd:YAG NPRO laser.  This source is isolated 
with a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) / Faraday rotator (FR) combination before being 
double-pass amplified.  The output beam from the preamplifier is collimated and the 
polarization is rotated to horizontal so that the entire laser beam passes through the thin-
film polarizer (TFP).  The laser beam is wavefront split using two right angle prisms and 
is coupled into separate fiber amplifiers.  The fiber amplifiers, as described in Section 
4.1, use a large mode-area fiber with a core diameter of 20 μm with 0.06 NA and an 
octagonal-shaped guided inner cladding of 400 μm.  The fiber lengths are 981.7 cm and 
999.9 cm for channels #1 and #2, respectively.  As before, both fibers are coiled onto an 

































PBS:  Polarizing beam splitter
FR:     Faraday rotator
TFP:   Thin-film polarizer
DBS:  Dichroic beam splitter
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Figure 41:  Experimental schematic for SBS beam phasing of two amplified channels using polarization 
beam combining. 
 
The amplifier fibers are pumped by separate 975 nm diode lasers that are coupled into 
the LMA fibers via dichroic beam splitters.  Although the LMA fiber is not polarization 
maintaining, the stress-induced birefringence induced by coiling on the 10-cm diameter 
spools was sufficient to produce a polarized output.  The polarization axis changes slowly 
as the fiber reaches thermal equilibrium, but after sufficient warm-up, a polarization ratio 
greater than 500:1 could be maintained.  The half-wave plates on both ends of the fiber 
amplifiers are used to align the input polarization to that of the fiber as well as to control 
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the output polarization.  The beams of the fiber amplifiers were overlapped using a PBS 
cube.  Channel #1 includes a corner cube mounted on a translation stage to provide an 
optical trombone for adjustment of the optical path length.  After the two beams are 
overlapped at the PBS, they are coupled into the SBS fiber where they coherently 
combine to generate a backwards propagating SBS beam.  The SBS fiber was 4 km of 
Corning multimode fiber with a 50 μm/0.2 NA core. 
As described earlier, producing a true phase conjugate of the pump beams requires a 
short multimode fiber (typically < 10 m) as the SBS medium.37  In long fibers such as the 
one used in this experiment, the Stokes intensity profile corresponds to the LP01 fiber 
mode irrespective of the pump profile.22  Although it would clearly be better to have full 
transverse spatial phase conjugation in addition to piston phase correction, we are 
pursuing phasing of the channels in this research, so the correction of the piston phase 
error is the most important goal.  This is especially true since our fiber amplifiers are 
operating in single transverse mode, for which spatial phase conjugation is not critically 
important.  Thanks to the polarization scrambling that occurs in multimode fiber, the two 
SBS pump beams with orthogonal polarization mix in the fiber and work together to set 
up a common acoustic phonon field that is unique to the coherent sum of the pump waves 
so as to feed growth of the Stokes beam.  Thus, the SBS beam produced has a phase that 
is related to that of the combined pump beams.   As a result, the Stokes beam is a phase 
conjugate of the piston phase difference between the pump beams. 
As with previous implementations, the phase conjugation necessary for beam phasing 
is achieved even though the long fiber does not produce a complete spatial phase 
conjugate.  The two beams from each channel provide the joint pumping required to 
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create the common SBS beam necessary for beam phasing.  Although this SBS beam is 
not an exact spatial phase conjugate, it is possible to properly align that system so that 
portions of the SBS beam are coupled into the fiber amplifiers for a second pass.  The 
beams travel back through the system where the rotated polarization (now vertical) is 
reflected from the TFP to the diagnostic system. 
 Figure 42 shows two LSI interference patterns and demonstrates the phasing of the 
two amplifier channels.  The left frame (a) shows the fringes formed by the reflection 
from a simple flat mirror placed in front of the SBS fiber as shown in Figure 41.  The 
lack of continuity across the three fringe zones indicates that the beams are not in phase 
and the piston error is not corrected.  The right frame (b) shows fringes from the SBS 
beam to be continuous across all three fringe zones indicating the piston error is 
compensated and the beams are in phase. 
 
(a) (b) 




The addition of the corner cube in this experiment allowed for investigation of the 
residual piston error.  As described above, the residual piston error arises from the 
difference in frequency between the pump and Stokes waves and is defined in Equation 
4-1.16,78  In order to maintain good SBS beam phasing, it is necessary to minimize the 
residual piston error.  It is for this reason that accurate records were maintained for each 
of the fiber amplifier channels.  It is fortunate that good phasing positions are cyclic over 
multiple waves16,78 because it relaxes the need for maintaining absolute path length 
monitoring.  
In order to estimate the change in optical path length required to observe the periodic 
variation of good phasing positions, it is first necessary to measure the actual SBS 
frequency shift for the 50 μm fiber used in this experiment.  This is accomplished using 
the scans from a Fabry-Perot spectrum analyzer as described in Section 3.2 (pg. 31).  







Figure 43:  Fabry-Perot spectrum analyzer scan for Corning 50 μm core diameter fiber.  The measured SBS 
shift is 15.2 ± 0.2 GHz. 
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Using a similar procedure to that described in Section 3.2, the SBS shift is measured 
to be 15.2 ± 0.2 GHz.  Using this value in Equation 4-1, the expected optical path length 
change for a full period is ΔL = 19.7 ± 0.3 mm. 
The optical path length for channel #1 was increased while observing the changes in 
the LSI interference patterns.  In doing this, it was possible to observe the periodic 
variation of phased fringes (continuity across the three fringe zones) with unphased 
fringes (lack of fringe continuity) as demonstrated in Figure 44. 
   
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 44:  Lateral shearing interferometer.   The data shows the repetition of fringe patterns as the path 
length for channel #1 is increased via the optical trombone.  The relative path length difference is (a) 0 mm, 
(b) +10 mm, (c) +20 mm, and (d) +30 mm. 
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The figure shows that as the optical path length difference increased, the fringes 
change from (a) phased to (b) unphased, (c) rephased, and (d) unphased again.  A series 
of these measurements was completed to determine the periodic path length difference as 
ΔL = 20 ± 3 mm which leads to an SBS frequency shift of 15 ± 2 GHz.  The results 
compare well with the expected values based upon the measured SBS frequency shift. 
For the phasing experiment, the measured seed power into the fiber amplifier 
channels was held constant at 440 mW and 480 mW for channels #1 and #2, respectively.  
It was estimated that ~60% of the seed power is coupled into the fiber core.  Figure 45a 
shows the double-pass output characteristics of the individual channels as a function of 
the diode pump power.  The total phased output power from both channels after double-
pass amplification is shown in Figure 45b.   
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(a) (b) 
Figure 45:  Input-output characteristics for (a) the double-pass fiber amplifier channels individually and (b) 
total phased output power from both channels. The inset in (b) shows a typical Fabry-Perot scan 
demonstrating single-frequency output.  
 
A maximum output power of 5.3 W was recorded, representing a gain of over 475% 
for the total input power of 920 mW.  The conversion slope efficiency for the amplifiers 
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is ~40%.  The lower efficiency for the double-pass amplifiers compared to that of single-
pass amplifiers, which was ~60%, is believed to be due to the lack of generating a true 
spatial phase conjugate in the long SBS fiber.  As mentioned above, a portion of the 
Stokes beam is coupled back into the LMA fiber for a second pass, but without the true 
spatial phase conjugation, the coupling is not perfect.   
The greater than 5 W output achieved in this experiment is a significant step for using 
a passive approach to beam phasing.  For the first time, SBS piston error correction for a 
two-channel fiber amplifier was achieved with significant gain.  Because this 
implementation did not use fiber optic couplers, it avoided the power fluctuations 
previously reported in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.  The work also verified the periodic 
variation of phasing due to residual piston error.  Although the periodicity of good 
phasing positions was previously reported,78 this is the first work reporting the periodicity 
using a cw beam and a long optical fiber as the SBS medium.  The phasing results 
achieved in this section provide the necessary motivation to continue the investigation to 
higher power levels, leading towards a fieldable multiple channel beam phasing system. 
4.2.5. Beam Phasing Two Amplified Channels Using a 2:2 Fiber 
Coupler 
Thus far in this section, SBS beam phasing has been demonstrated as a viable option 
for phasing a multiple channel amplifier system.  The demonstration was completed 
using two channels as a test case for phasing the amplifiers.  To approach a weapon class 
system, it will be necessary to phase more channels in order to achieve the power 
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required for the applications.  It thus becomes necessary to investigate methods for 
scaling the technology to incorporate more channels.   
One method for scaling is to use commercially available fiber optic couplers.  This is 
part of the motivation for the investigation of the 2:1 fiber coupler in Sections 4.2.2 and 
4.2.3.  While the 2:1 coupler was used to demonstrate two-channel beam phasing, it is 
possible to purchase 4:1, 8:1, etc. couplers to extend the technology to a higher number of 
channels.  Unfortunately, the loss associated with the terminated end(s) in this type of 
fiber coupler is quite high.  It is for this reason that an exploration into 2:2 fiber couplers, 
which could be extended to more channels (i.e. N:N), is considered.  In this case, both 
outputs of the fiber coupler are used, greatly reducing the system loss.  This section 
explores SBS beam phasing using a 2:2 fiber coupler.  The phasing results for this 
configuration are presented along with an investigation into the power fluctuations and 
instabilities observed when using fiber couplers.  
The approach in this work uses two separate lengths of long multimode fiber that are 
fused to the outputs of a commercially available 2:2 fiber coupler.  In the previous 
experiments of this section, a portion of the two beams from each channel coherently 
combined in a single SBS fiber.  The beams work together to set up a common acoustic 
phonon field that feeds the growth of the Stokes beam and conjugates the piston error of 
the two channels.  When using a 2:2 fiber coupler and two separate optical fibers, both 
fibers will still receive the coherent combination that has phase and intensity modulation 
associated with the piston error.  Each channel should individually conjugate the piston 
error between the two beams as previously demonstrated and this section investigates the 
feasibility of phasing the entire two-pass amplifier output. 
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  The schematic diagram used for this experiment is shown in Figure 46.  As with 
previous experiments described in this chapter, the master oscillator is a 1064 nm single-
frequency NPRO laser that was preamplified, collimated, and wavefront split using two 
right angle prisms.  The seed laser (~450 mW each channel) was coupled into Yb-doped 































PBS:  Polarizing beam splitter
FR:     Faraday rotator
TFP:   Thin-film polarizer
DBS:  Dichroic beam splitter
X: Fusion Splice







Figure 46:  Experimental schematic testing SBS beam phasing for two amplified channels.  A 2:2 fiber 




The two outputs from the fiber amplifiers were coupled into respective ports of a 2:2 
fiber coupler.  The fiber coupler is designed to combine and split the power so that 50% 
of each input passes through each of the coupler outputs.  These outputs were fused 
directly to two separate spools of the same 50 μm/0.20 NA Corning gradient index 
multimode fiber.  The lengths of the two spools were 2.5 km and 3.7 km for fibers #1 and 
#2, respectively.   
Two initial LSI interference patterns with different fringe thickness are presented in 
Figure 47.  Here, the beams appear to be in phase with each other as evidenced by the 
continuity across all three fringe zones. 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 47:  Lateral shearing interferometer data for two-channel amplified phasing using a 2:2 fiber 
coupler. 
 
Figure 48 shows initial input-output power graphs taken in this configuration.  The  
total power with both channels operating (a) as well as individual (b and c) two-pass 
amplification are provided.  For this data, the total diode pump power was limited to 10 
W to keep the amplifier’s output below the suggested damage threshold of the fiber 
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couplers.  As a reference, the output achieved using a 2:1 fiber coupler (Section 4.2.3) is 
included.     
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(b) (c) 
Figure 48:  Input-output graphs for a two-channel fiber amplifier system using 2:2 fiber couplers.  The (a) 
total output power and the (b and c) individual channel two-pass performance are given.  Previous results 
obtained using 2:1 fiber couplers are included for comparison. 
 
The improved efficiency of the 2:2 coupler is evident in the total output power of (a) 
and the channel #1 power of (b).  As discussed previously, the 2:1 coupler output from 
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channel #1 was limited in that it was the crossover channel of the fiber coupler and was 
not as efficient at generating the Stokes beam.  When using a 2:2 coupler, however, both 
channels have a fiber fused to the output which results in more efficient SBS production.  
While the performance using the 2:2 fiber couplers improved from the previous 2:1 
fiber coupler results, there remained large fluctuations in the output power as reported in 
earlier experiments using fiber couplers.  The power instability evident in the error bars 
in Figure 48 is recorded in more detail in the plots of Figure 49.  In these output power 
vs. time graphs, the power was sampled twice per second for a total of 60 seconds.  The 
figure displays the output power fluctuations for two different diode power pump levels. 
 
















Diode Pump Power = 7 W


















Figure 49:  Graphs of output power vs. time for a diode pump power level of (a) 7 W and (b) 9.5 W. 
 
 The stability associated with using the fiber couplers is also observed as fluctuations 
in the LSI interference patterns.  For example, Figure 50 displays an interference pattern 
captured a two different times.  The left figure (a) is captured when the fringes are more 
stable and the two beams appear to be in phase by the continuity of the fringes.  The right 
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figure (b) is taken later without making any system adjustments.  In this case, the 




Figure 50:  Lateral shearing interferometer data displaying fringe fluctuations. 
 
Although the power instability made it more difficult to collect the data, an 
investigation of the residual piston error and good phasing positions as reported in 
Section 4.2.4 was repeated using this system configuration.  As before, the corner cube of 
channel #1 was used to change the optical path length difference between the two 
channels.  The LSI fringes were observed while increasing channel #1’s optical path 
length and the periodic variation of phased fringes (continuity across the three fringe 
zones) with unphased fringes (lack of fringe continuity) was repeated.   Figure 51 shows 
that as the optical path length difference increased, the fringes change from (a) phased to 
(b) unphased, (c) rephrased, and (d) unphased again.  The periodic path length difference 
is determined as ΔL = 19.6 ± 0.4 mm which leads to an SBS frequency shift of 15.3 ± 0.3 
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GHz.  The results compare well with the previous measurement presented in Section 
4.2.4.    
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 51:  Lateral shearing interferometer data using 2:2 fiber couplers with amplifiers.   The data shows 
the repetition of fringe patterns as the path length for channel 1 is increased via the optical trombone.  The 
relative path length difference is (a) 0 mm, (b) +9.7 mm (c) +19.5 mm and (d) +29.5 mm. 
 
In order to determine the feasibility of scaling beam phasing with fiber couplers to 
greater powers and more channels, it was necessary to further investigate the source of 
the observed instabilities.  To deepen the investigation, two power meters were set up to 
simultaneously record power vs. time data.  As shown in Figure 46, the pair of power 
meters synchronously recorded the transmitted power through the fibers or a fraction of 
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the Stokes beams which were reflected (Fresnel) from a microscope slide inserted in the 
beam path.  Having the ability to observe the response of both channels at the same time 
aided in determining the source of the fiber coupler instabilities. 
One primary issue in using the fiber couplers becomes apparent when simultaneously 
observing the transmitted power through the fiber below SBS threshold.  By measuring 
the transmitted power below threshold, it is possible to observe the time-based splitting of 
the power between the two fibers.  Figure 52 displays the measured transmitted power 
below SBS threshold when (a) both inputs of the 2:2 fiber coupler are used and (b) only 
one of the inputs is used. 
 















 Fiber #1 Output   Fiber #2 Output















 Fiber #1 Output   Fiber #2 Output
(a) (b) 
Figure 52:  Transmitted power recorded simultaneously through both SBS fibers.  The output dynamics 
when using (a) both or (b) only one of the fiber input couplers are shown.    
 
When both beams from the fiber amplifiers are launched into the 2:2 fiber couplers, 
strong oscillations of the output occur as shown in (a).  Instead of simply allowing 50% 
of the power from each beam to pass through both output fibers as desired, the fiber 
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coupler channels most of the power to either one output or the other.  This oscillation 
does not occur when coupling a single input as shown in (b).  It appears that as the two 
beams combine in the fiber coupler, the interference of the beams acts to steer the beam 
preferentially to one output or another.  As the relative phase between the two beams 
changes due to air currents, temperature gradients, etc., the interference pattern changes 
and alters which way the majority of the beam is directed.  The result is an oscillation of 
the fiber coupler output beam as shown in (a).  The relative phase disturbances are 
unavoidable in the laboratory environment and one of the reasons that SBS beam 
phasing, which corrects for such differences, is pursued.   
It is understandable that such large variation of the input power would result in the 
observed power instabilities of the phasing system.  This is especially true at lower 
powers, where channeling the majority of the total input power to one fiber or the other 
will affect SBS threshold, etc.  In this case, it is likely that the return Stokes beam would 
be predominately (or entirely) generated from one of the fibers.   Since beams from both 
channels combine to generate the Stokes beam, it would still conjugate the piston error 
and, for a short period of time, be very similar to a single fiber experiment.  The power 
may then switch to the other fiber and repeat the process.  Overall, oscillations in output 
power due to changing efficiency would be likely, but phasing of the channels still 
possible.  This hypothesis is consistent with observations reported thus far.  It is hoped 
that as the total power for the system is increased, both channels would excite a strong 
Stokes beam regardless of the power channeling at the fiber coupler and stability would 
improve.    
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In support of this investigation, a portion of each Stokes beam is measured from the 
Fresnel reflection off a microscope slide.  The powers were again recorded 
synchronously and the calibrated results are shown in Figure 53.  In this figure, the output 
powers from each channel fluctuate and appear to track one another.  That is, both of the 
powers from each Stokes channel rises and falls together.  This result is consistent with 
the notion that one fiber at a time is predominately generating the Stokes beam.  In this 
case, the return Stokes beam is split between the two channels so that they rise and fall 
together.  The ‘power tracking’ of the two channels was consistently observed and  
Figure 53 serves as a typical representative.  















 Channel #1 Stokes    Channel #2 Stokes
Diode Pump Power = 8W
 
Figure 53:  SBS power measured for both channels at 8W of diode pump power.  The power is calibrated 
from the two surface Fresnel reflection of the beam pick-off. 
 
From the discussion above, it is desirable to increase the overall power levels of the 
2:2 fiber phasing system to further investigate possibilities for power scaling.  Previous 
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power measurements (Figure 49) were kept at levels below the ‘suggested’ damage 
threshold from the fiber coupler manufacturer.  At this point, the power was increased 
well beyond this suggested value to further test the abilities of the beam phasing system.  
During the test, no visible damage to the couplers was observed, but there appeared to be 
some performance degradation at the highest powers at which point the power was not 
increased.   
Figure 54 presents the data recorded while increasing to higher power levels.    





















Figure 54:  Input-output graphs for two-channel fiber amplifier system using 2:2 fiber couplers.  The total 
power of the two channels demonstrating 4.4 W is shown in (a) and two LSI interference patterns for the 
higher power are given in (b) and (c). 
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Here, (a) shows the total output power from both channels and reports a maximum 
power of 4.4 W.  The Fabry-Perot scan inset shows the Stokes (larger peaks) and pump 
beams recorded during the experiment.  Figure 54(b and c) provides data from the LSI 
used to verify the beam phasing properties at higher power. Although there are still 
instabilities as evident from the error bars in Figure 54a and observed as LSI variation, 
the signal is less noisy as the power level is increased.  This is best demonstrated by 
observing the relative error (standard deviation/average power) as the diode pump power 
is increased, as shown in Figure 55.  
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Diode Pump Power (W)
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(a) (b) 
Figure 55:  Relative error vs. diode pump power for (a) the total two-channel output power in the TFP leg 
and (b) each channel’s SBS beam as collected using beam pick-offs.  A linear fit is included for each of the 
data sets.  
 
The first figure (a) shows the relative error collected from the total output power of 
both channels after the reflection from the thin film polarizer.  Figure 55b provides the 
relative error observed from each channel’s SBS beam which is collected from the beam 
pick-off as shown in Figure 46.  Both data sets demonstrate a trend that the system noise 
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decreases as the power is increased.  This is encouraging in respect to the previous 
discussion on the instabilities at lower powers.  It is likely that, as desired, increasing the 
total system power allows both channels to generate a Stokes beam even though the 2:2 
coupler is randomly channeling the percentage of power between the outputs.  The total 
system output still fluctuates 10%, but this is reasonable and may improve even more at 
higher powers.  As a final indication of the higher power improvement, Figure 56 
presents the power vs. time from each of the SBS pick-offs.  Although one channel is 
producing more Stokes output, the relative noise is much improved from the lower power 
result of Figure 53.  The output power ‘tracking’ discussed above does not appear to 
occur in this higher power data. 


















 Channel #1 Stokes    Channel #2 Stokes
Diode Pump Power = 24W
 
Figure 56:  SBS power measured for both channels at 24 W of diode pump power.  The power is calibrated 




The work presented in this section extends SBS beam phasing exploration to include 
2:2 fiber couplers.  In order to scale SBS beam phasing technology to a greater number of 
channels and higher power, it is necessary to improve the performance available when 
using N:1 fiber couplers.  In this case, much of the power is lost in the unused/terminated 
output ends.  However, using an N:N coupler, such as the 2:2 data of this section, offers 
improved efficiency.  The fiber couplers still suffer from strong channeling between the 
output ends resulting in instabilities at lower power.  At higher power, the relative error 
decreases and the effect of the random coupler output channeling appears to be less 
significant.   The output at the highest power presented in this section (4.4 W) still had 
some instabilities observed by the 10% relative error and as some LSI fringe fluctuation, 
but the general approach for beam phasing appears viable.    
4.2.6. Discussion 
This section investigated SBS beam phasing of a two-channel master oscillator fiber 
power amplifier using a long multimode fiber.  A variety of experiments were performed 
to demonstrate the capabilities and diagnose the limitations of such an approach to power 
scaling.  The results obtained in this work provide a framework and motivation to pursue 
SBS beam phasing as a feasible approach to phasing multiple channel amplifiers. 
One major contribution of the work was the demonstration of piston error conjugation 
using a long multimode fiber.  All previous work in SBS beam phasing used either an 
optical cell or short multimode fiber to generate a full transverse phase conjugate. While 
this is desirable for its ability to also correct for amplifier-induced aberrations, it is 
limited in that high peak powers are necessary to reach SBS threshold.  Because of this, 
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all previous experiments were accomplished using pulsed lasers.77,84  This work uses a 
long multimode fiber to reduce the threshold to levels obtainable using cw laser sources.    
This extension of SBS beam phasing to cw applications increases the potential for such a 
system.  The SBS beam generated in a long multimode fiber does not produce a full 
spatial phase conjugate, but instead corresponds to the fundamental LP01 mode of the 
fiber through beam cleanup.22  This work demonstrates, for the first time, that piston error 
conjugation necessary for SBS beam phasing is achieved using a long multimode fiber. 
The piston error conjugation property of the long multimode fiber was exploited to 
provide the first phasing of two cw amplifier channels using an SBS fiber.  A system 
demonstrating over 475% gain with a maximum output power of 5.3 W was developed. 
This result helps to progress the technology as a usable approach for laser power scaling. 
This section also investigates the use of biconically fused fiber couplers to combine 
the inputs from multiple amplifier channels into the SBS medium.  SBS beam phasing 
was also observed in configurations utilizing the fiber couplers.  There were, however, 
some stability issues associated with the fiber couplers that were discussed and diagnosed 
in this section.  
Although the long multimode fiber conjugated the piston error, it would be beneficial 
to reduce the fiber length to achieve full spatial phase conjugation as well.  In the work of 
this section, the overall system efficiency was dependent on optically aligning the return 
Stokes beam for the second pass through the amplifier.  If a spatial phase conjugate is 
achieved, this second pass coupling would be automatic due to the wavefront reversal of 
spatial phase conjugation.  This should improve the overall efficiency and effectiveness 
of the scheme.  In order to keep the SBS beam phasing accessible to cw applications, it is 
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necessary to examine techniques for reducing the SBS threshold so that a Stokes wave 
pumped by a cw laser system is generated in a short fiber ( < 10 m).  This is one of the 
topics investigated in Section 4.3. 
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4.3. SBS Beam Phasing using a Gain Fiber 
The SBS beam phasing work presented in the previous section provided the first 
successful phasing of a two-channel master oscillator fiber power amplifier.  In the work, 
a long fiber was used so that the SBS threshold was reduced to allow investigation using 
a cw laser source.  The long fiber successfully conjugated the piston phase error between 
the two amplifier channels and effectively phased the two-pass outputs.   When using a 
long fiber for SBS beam phasing, the Stokes beam is generated in the LP01 mode and the 
system must be accurately aligned to couple this return beam for a second pass through 
the fiber amplifier and out of the system.  The inability to generate a full spatial phase 
conjugate beam limited the performance.  Expanding the work of the previous section to 
include a full spatial phase conjugation would improve the overall system efficiency and 
also allow for additional methods for increasing the number of amplifier channels. 
In order to achieve spatial phase conjugation using an optical fiber, it is necessary to 
keep the fiber relatively short (< 10 m, see Section 2.3.2).  When using a short fiber, the 
SBS threshold is much higher (compared to previous long fiber work) and pulsed lasers 
have traditionally been used to achieve the necessary peak power levels.  This section 
explores methods for reducing the SBS threshold so that a short fiber can be used to 
achieve full spatial phase conjugation while still allowing excitation using a cw laser 
source.  Various techniques for reducing SBS threshold are described and experiments 




Reducing SBS threshold is a topic that has received considerable interest in recent 
years.  The particular interest for this research is lowering SBS threshold for optical fiber 
phase conjugation and amplifier phasing applications.  While some work is being done to 
reduce SBS threshold in an optical cell configuration,87,88 this discussion is limited to 
SBS in optical fibers.  
As alluded to in the introduction of this section, the first attempt in reducing SBS 
threshold begins with a review of Equation 2-31 repeated here for convenience, 
effeffth LAP 21≈ .  The SBS threshold is proportional to the effective area and inversely 
proportional to the length.  Thus, if either the length of the medium is increased or the 
diameter of the core is decreased, the SBS threshold will decrease.  Decreasing the fiber 
core diameter is not a practical approach for high power applications.  One advantage of 
using an optical fiber is that it is easy to obtain lengths of several kilometers.  For 
example, Cotter demonstrated SBS thresholds as low as 5 mW using a 13.2 km single-
mode fiber of core diameter 9 μm.89  Threshold values in the tens of milliwatts for 
multimode fibers of multiple kilometers are common in the literature.22,23,90  In fact, the 
second-order Stokes threshold (the first order Stokes acts as the pump) is reported as 273 
mW for a 4.4 km, 9 μm core multimode fiber.53   One thing that should be emphasized, 
however, is that for very long fibers (>> 10 m), the SBS process does not generate a 
complete spatial phase conjugate beam.  For fibers of kilometer class length, the SBS 
process serves to clean up the beam and produce a backward propagating Gaussian-like 
LP01 mode.22  This has been discussed extensively in previous sections.   
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Another method used to reduce the threshold is back-seeding with another laser at the 
Stokes frequency.  Recall that for SBS generation, the initial acoustic wave begins from 
thermal noise in the medium.  If a laser at the Stokes frequency is back-seeded into the 
nonlinear medium, the wave will more quickly interfere with the incident pump beam and 
create the acoustic wave via electrostriction.  This will serve to reduce the SBS 
threshold.20  Along this same line, groups have also developed ‘loop’ configurations to 
lower the SBS threshold.22,91 
In a fiber loop scheme, a portion of the back reflected Stokes wave is fed into the 




Figure 57:  Fiber loop seeding configuration 
The feedback provides self-seeding and the SBS Stokes signal increases.  Using this 
technique, an SBS threshold reduction (compared to no feedback) of 26.5 mW to 19.7 
mW in the cw pumped long fiber (4.4 km) case22 and 130 μJ to 80 μJ in a pulsed laser 
short fiber (1 m) case91 is reported.  The laser used in the second experiment was an 
Nd:YAG with pulse length of ~ 20 ns.  This leads to a peak power threshold of ~ 4 kW.  
While the fiber loop scheme certainly reduces the SBS threshold, the goal is to obtain a 
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threshold in short fibers so that a phase conjugate wave would be achievable by cw lasers 
in the < 10 W regime.    
 Another method for SBS threshold reduction is using internally tapered fiber.  
This configuration, as demonstrated by Heuer and Menzel,92 is shown in Figure 58.  
100 μm core diam.
20μm core diam.
45 cm 5 cm 50 cm
 
Figure 58:  Tapered fiber geometry for SBS threshold reduction 
 
Here, the smaller core has a lower SBS threshold and serves as the generator for the 
system.  The larger outer core allows effective coupling of higher power into the fiber 
and amplifies the Stokes wave generated in the smaller core.  For this experiment, the 
length of the larger core section was 45 cm long, the taper was 5 cm long, and the smaller 
core length was 50 cm.  A SBS threshold of 15 μJ (peak power ~500 W from Nd:YAG, 
30 ns pulses) was observed.  This configuration demonstrated a reflectivity of 92% and a 
phase conjugate fidelity larger than 95%.92  
The most significant breakthrough in reduction of the SBS threshold was 
accomplished recently by a research group at the University of Potsdam, Germany.93,94  
Instead of using a standard passive fiber, a fiber amplifier was used for the SBS medium.  
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The gain induced by pumping with broadband diode laser light allowed for the reduction 









Figure 59:  Basic implementation of a phase conjugate fiber amplifier  
 
For this experiment, the active core diameter was 47 μm and was Yb-doped with a 
concentration of 2200 ppm.93  The group previously tried a higher doping concentration 
of 6500 ppm and found that the higher doping concentration produced worse reflectivity 
characteristics as well as a greater propensity to fiber damage.94  A Q-switched Nd:YAG  
laser operating at 10 Hz with a variable pulse width of 30 – 100 ns was used along with 
two different fiber lengths.  Initially a 20 ns pulse length was used with 2 m of fiber to 
produce a threshold of 3 μJ and SBS reflectivity greater than 100%.  However, this case 
was not ideal because the short fiber only absorbed 11 W of the available diode power.  A 
longer fiber (10 m) absorbed all 20 W of the available diode power resulting in an SBS 
threshold of 0.5 μJ, a reflectivity of 1000%, and phase conjugation fidelity > 90% for 100 
ns laser pulses.93  The SBS threshold corresponds to ~5W of peak power.  Because of the 
significance of the findings in this paper, the results are summarized below in Table 8.  It 
is the results of this paper that provided the motivation to investigate using a multimode 
fiber amplifier for cw SBS beam phasing.  
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Table 8:  Summary of work by Heuer using a fiber amplifier for SBS phase conjugation 
fiber Pump pulse 
Abs. diode 
power R Fidelity Threshold 
2 m 30 ns 11 W >100% no report 3 μJ, 100 W 
10 m 100 ns 20 W >1000% ~0.9 0.5 μJ, 5W 
 
4.3.2. Ytterbium-Doped Multimode Fiber Investigation   
Based upon the SBS threshold reduction results of Heuer et al.,93 a custom, double-
clad, Yb-doped multimode fiber was produced for this research.  Table 9 lists the 
specifications for the fiber manufactured by Nufern (MM-YDF-50/400, FUD-3359).  
Developing this fiber led to a twofold investigation of both the SBS properties of the 
fiber and the performance as a multimode fiber amplifier.   This section provides the 
detail of these two investigations. 
Table 9: Specifications for Yb-doped multimode fiber 
Fiber Length 55 m 
 Core Diameter 50 μm 
Inner Clad Diameter 400 μm 
Absorption, 915 nm 2.0 dB/m 
Core NA 0.20 
Cladding NA 0.46 
Octagonal shape  
 
As shown in Table 9, the total length of the Yb-doped multimode fiber was 55 m.  To 
determine the appropriate length of fiber to use for the experiment, several factors need to 
be considered.  Because one part of this investigation was to examine SBS threshold 
using a cw source, it is desirable to keep the fiber as long as possible to reduce SBS 
threshold.  In gain fibers, however, there is not a direct correlation.  For example, the 
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absorption of both the diode pump power and the SBS pump (or seed that will be used so 
as to avoid ‘pump’ confusion) require consideration.    
Figure 60 shows the Ytterbium absorption spectrum and includes a close-up of the 
region near the seed wavelength for this experiment, 1064 nm.70   
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 60:  Ytterbium cross sections for (a) absorption (solid) and emission (dotted) and (b)  absorption in 
the region near 1064 nm. 
 
As evident from the graphs, the diode pump (915 nm) absorption cross section is much 
higher than that of the seed (1064 nm).  It is important to keep in mind, however, that the 
specified diode pump absorption reported in Table 9 (2.0 dB/m) is the ‘effective’ core 
absorption of the diode light.  The diode pump power is coupled into the inner cladding 
which is shaped to ensure that the power eventually interacts with the doped core so that 
it can be absorbed.  The seed at 1064 nm, on the other hand, is coupled directly into the 
core of the fiber and although the cross section at this wavelength is much lower than the 
diode pump, significant absorption occurs.  The absorption for the direct-core pumping of 
the 1064 nm seed is estimated to be ~ 1 dB/m.   
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It is necessary to consider this seed absorption for regions that are not pumped by 
diode laser power.  In this case, the seed will experience loss through absorption which 
will decrease the amplifier efficiency and also affect SBS threshold.  Figure 61 illustrates 
the absorption of the diode pump power as a function of fiber length.  The figure shows 
two cases when the diode pump power is coupled into (a) only one side or (b) both sides 
of the Yb-doped multimode fiber.  As shown in the graph, 99% of the diode pump power 
is absorbed within 10 m.   







































Fiber Length (m, centered)
(a) (b) 
Figure 61:  915 nm diode pump absorption in Yb-doped multimode fiber.  Options for coupling diode 
pump power into (a) only one side and (b) both sides are shown. 
 
Three different lengths (55m, 20 m, 11.5 m) of the Yb-doped multimode fiber were 
explored in this work.  Each of the lengths allowed for exploration of different aspects of 
the multimode fiber amplifier performance and SBS threshold.  Results obtained with 
each length are presented following a description of the overall system configuration.   
























PBS:  Polarizing beam splitter
FR:     Faraday rotator
TFP:   Thin-film polarizer











Figure 62:  Schematic diagram for investigating 50 μm, double-clad, Yb-doped fiber 
 
A 1064 nm single-frequency NPRO laser was isolated, preamplified, and focused into a 
Yb-doped large mode area (LMA) fiber amplifier.  The LMA fiber amplifier is pumped 
by a fiber-coupled 975 nm diode laser and outputs a single transverse mode as described 
in detail in Section 4.1.  This beam from the fiber amplifier passes through a thin film 
polarizer (TFP), Faraday rotator, and polarizing beam splitter which serve to isolate the  
amplifier and to separate the return Fresnel reflection/Stokes beam.  The beam pick-off 
shown following the Faraday rotator was also used to monitor the backwards propagating 
beams.  Although the data that follows displays the power recorded in the leg following 
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the TFP, the information from this pick-off was recorded and consistently displayed 
identical trends.  The optical chopper displayed in Figure 62 was only used for a few of 
the experiments and these are indicated in the discussion below.  The seed was coupled 
into the multimode gain fiber using a 16X (f = 11mm) aspheric lens.  Initially, both ends 
of the fiber were cleaved normally, but oscillation was observed (see below) so the back 
end of the fiber was angle cleaved at ~8° which suppressed the oscillation.  The front end 
of the fiber was kept as a normal cleave to simplify input coupling.  
The multimode Yb-doped fiber is pumped by a fiber-coupled 915 nm diode laser 
system.  The laser system provides up to 35 W of power through its 200 μm/0.2 NA fiber 
core.  Figure 63 provides the input-output characteristics for this diode laser. 

















Figure 63:  Current vs. output power for the Polaroid 915 nm fiber-coupled diode laser. 
 
As shown in Figure 62, two variants for coupling the diode light into the fiber were used.  
The first method simply pumped the front end of the fiber via a dichroic beam splitter.  
The system could also be configured such that the output power of the diode laser was 
split using a 50/50 beam splitter.  In this case, the Yb-doped multimode fiber was 
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pumped from both ends using two dichroic beam splitters.  The experiments which used 
double end diode pumping are described below. 
Diagnostics were used to observe both the backreflected light, which is reflected from 
the TFP, as well as the fiber amplifier transmitted output.  The power was measured in 
the TFP leg and a Fabry-Perot spectrum analyzer was consistently running to detect the 
onset of SBS.  For the transmitted fiber amplifier end, the power was measured and an 
ANDO optical spectrum analyzer was used to record the output spectrum.  
The first fiber length tested was the full spool of fiber, 55m.  The system was 
configured as shown in Figure 62.  The Yb-doped multimode fiber was pumped by the 
diode laser through the front end only and the optical chopper was not used with this 
length.  Data was collected holding the single-frequency seed input constant and 
increasing the diode pump power to record the amplifier performance and look for SBS 
threshold.  The multimode fiber amplifier output and measured TFP power are presented 
in Figure 64a and b, respectively.   
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 10 Watt Seed   6 Watt Seed
(a) (b) 
Figure 64:  Data for 55m of Yb-doped multimode fiber.  The (a) amplifier performance and (b) 
backreflected power for two different 1064 nm seed powers. 
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The data are presented for two different seed power levels of 6 W and 10 W.  For the 
fiber amplifier data of (a), a maximum power output of 8 W was achieved.  The primary 
source of the poor performance is the strong absorption of the seed beam in the 
unpumped regions of the fiber.  Recall that the diode laser power is essentially absorbed 
within the first 10-20 m of the fiber so that the remaining unpumped portion of the fiber 
absorbs the seed and reduces the amplifier performance.   
The backreflected power in Figure 64b indicates that SBS threshold was not 
achieved.  The inset Fabry-Perot scans shows only the pump (seed) peak of the Fresnel 
reflection from the fiber facet.  If a Stokes beam is generated, a sharp knee in the input-
output curve would be observed and a strong frequency shifted Fabry-Perot peak would 
be visible.  The slope of the slight knee visible in the two lines in Figure 64b is only   
~0.7 % and is related to an increase in amplified spontaneous emission (ASE), not SBS.  
When both ends of the 55 m fiber were normally cleaved, the Fresnel reflections from 
the fiber ends provided sufficient feedback to initiate oscillation.  Figure 65 records this 
observation using the optical spectrum analyzer.  The first figure (a) is taken at a seed 
power of 5.2W and a pump power of 6.5 W.  The figure shows the residual pump beam at 
915 nm, the amplified seed beam at 1064 nm, and a significant contribution from ASE.  
The inset figure is a comparative Yb-doped fiber ASE spectrum previously reported by 
Sousa et al.95  Figure 65b shows the output spectrum with the same seed power, but with 
15 W of diode pump power.  In this case, an additional peak in the output spectrum is 
observed at 1094 nm and an increase in the power was recorded.  To prevent the 
oscillation, as required for amplifier and SBS applications, the back end of the fiber was 




















































































Figure 65:  Output spectrum for 55 m, Yb-doped multimode fiber amplifier.  The figure illustrates the 
necessity of angle cleaving the fiber to prevent self-oscillation.  
 
experiments.  For very high diode pump power experiments, it may be necessary to angle 
cleave both ends of the fiber to prevent oscillation, but the front end of the fiber was kept 
as a normal cleave to facilitate the seed laser coupling. 
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The relatively poor performance of the fiber amplifier and inability to reach SBS 
threshold using the full spool of gain fiber led to an exploration using a shorter fiber 
length, 20 m.  This fiber length was used in a variety of tests including diode pumping the 
fiber from both ends and using an optical chopper. 
Figure 66 displays the transmitted and backreflected power using a 10 W input seed 
and diode pumping form either one or both ends of the multimode gain fiber.  
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Figure 66:  Data for 20 m of Yb-doped multimode fiber.  The (a) amplifier performance and (b) 
backreflected power for front end and both end diode pumping.  The fiber amplifier output spectrum and 




When the outputs from the two different diode pumping schemes are compared, it is 
evident that the more uniform pumping provided from both ends of the multimode fiber 
results in better performance.  The slope efficiency for this case was 44 % vs. 37 % for 
front end only diode pumping.  The maximum output achieved in this configuration was 
16.8 W and the spectrum at this power level is shown in Figure 66c.  As evident from the 
(b) backreflected power graph and the (d) Fabry-Perot spectral scan recorded at the 
highest power, a Stokes beam was not generated. 
At the onset of this investigation, it was hoped that it would be possible to reach SBS 
threshold using a cw laser beam around 5 W which corresponds to the peak power SBS 
threshold observed by Heuer et al.93  Their work for this result, however, used a pulsed 
laser with a 10 Hz rep rate and 100 ns pulses.  This corresponds to a duty cycle (pulse 
length times rep rate) of 1 x 10-6.  In this case, the gain experienced by the short pulses is 
higher than the cw case due to the lessened effect of gain saturation.  Specifically, the 
gain for a laser pulse begins at the small signal value for the leading edge of the pulse and 
decreases for the remainder of the pulse as the gain saturates.96   In the work of Heuer et 
al., the gain experienced by their pulsed source was sufficient to reach SBS threshold.  
For the cw case, the saturated gain did not amplify the input beam to the required levels 
to initiate a Stokes beam. 
As an attempt to shorten the duty cycle and reduce the effects of gain saturation, an 
optical chopper (Stanford Research SR540) was used in two configurations.  Table 10 
gives the details of the two chopper configurations.  In each case, the duty cycle is fixed 
by the positioning of two chopping blades and the ‘pulse’ length is controlled by the chop 
rate.  A sample output for each duty cycle is provided in Figure 67. 
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Table 10:  Optical chopper configuration for 20 m Yb-doped multimode fiber experiment. 
Duty 
Cycle Chop Rate ‘Pulse’ Length 
50 % 2kHz - 3.5 kHz 140 μs – 250 μs 
3 % 200 Hz - 450 Hz 70 μs – 150 μs 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 67: Duty cycle plots for chopper testing.  The plots are recorded from the optical chopper output 
monitor and show both (a) 50% and (b) 3 % duty cycle. 
 
A 10 W input seed was again used in the data of Figure 68, but in this case, the input 
beam was mechanically chopped.  For the plots, the seed power and chop frequency were 
kept constant while the diode power was increased.  While the chop frequencies for these 
plots of 50% and 3% duty cycle were 2 kHz and 180 Hz, respectively, the system was 
tested using the full frequency range listed in Table 10.   Figure 68a and b provide the 
average power of the fiber amplifier output and backreflected power.  The output 
spectrum and Fabry-Perot result for each chop frequency is also included in the figure.  It 
was possible to monitor the backreflected signal with the Fabry-Perot by observing the 
output when a scan effectively captured a ‘pulse’ from the chopper. 
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(e) (f) 
Figure 68:  Data for 20 m of Yb-doped multimode fiber using an optical chopper.  The (a) amplifier 
performance, (b) backreflected power, output spectrum, and Fabry-Perot scan for duty cycles of (c,d)  50%  




Using the mechanical chopper allowed testing with a duty as low as 3% and a pulse 
length as short as 70 μs, but both values are orders of magnitude away from that 
demonstrated by Heuer et. al.93 and the reduced gain from the saturated amplifier was not 
sufficient to reach SBS threshold. 
The initial two fiber lengths of 55 m and 20 m were used in a hope that the longer 
medium would facilitate the initiation of a Stokes beam in the fiber.  Although SBS 
threshold was not achieved in the experiments, both lengths were tested as a multimode 
fiber amplifier.  The final fiber test length was 11.5 m.  Because the fiber was designed 
such that this length absorbed  > 99% of the 915 nm diode pump light, the test provided 
an optimized configuration for the multimode fiber amplifier and a final attempt to reach 
SBS threshold.   
The 11.5 m length fiber was tested by diode pumping only the front end.  Diode 
pumping from both ends was avoided to protect the fiber coupled diode laser from 
unabsorbed light coupling back into the laser.  Figure 69 shows the fiber amplifier 
performance and measured backreflected power when using a 10 W single-frequency 
seed.  The fiber amplifier achieved a maximum power output of 19.8 W with a slope 
efficiency of 49%.  The output spectrum at the maximum power is provided in (c) of the 
figure.  As evident from the recorded backreflected power (b) and the Fabry-Perot 
spectrum analyzer scan (d), SBS threshold was not achieved. 
Because fiber lengths in the 10-12 m range are optimal for pump absorption, a few 
additional experiments were performed to test the characteristics of the multimode fiber 
amplifier.   Specifically, three different seed powers were used to compare their 
performance.  Seed powers of 0.5 W, 1.0 W, and 10 W were tested.  For each 
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measurement, the seed power was held constant and the diode pump power was increased 
while recording the power output.  Figure 70 compares the results of this test. 
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Figure 69:  Data for 11.5 m of Yb-doped multimode fiber.  The (a) amplifier performance, (b) 
backreflected power, (c) output spectrum, and (d) Fabry-Perot scan are recorded. 
 
The figure shows the transmitted output power for the three 1064 nm seed powers.  As 
one may expect, the highest seed power corresponds to a highest output power and best 
slope efficiency.  At lower seed powers, Figure 70 b and c show an increase in amplified 
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(b) (c) (d) 
Figure 70:  Data for 11.5 m of Yb-doped multimode fiber with three different 1064 nm seed powers.  The 
(a) amplifier performance and output spectrum are provided for seed powers of (b) 0.5 W (c) 1.0 W and (d) 
10.0 W. 
 
As a final test, the diode pump power was held constant at 26 W, the 1064 nm seed 
was varied, and the effect on output powers were recorded in Figure 71.  As shown in the 
graph, increasing the seed power linearly increases the output power.  The experiment 
also confirmed the increased amplified spontaneous emission at lower seed powers which 
was observed in Figure 70.  The effect was observed in the backreflected power as shown 
in Figure 71b.  The power dip in the graph is a result of increased ASE at the lowest seed 
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powers.  This change in ASE contribution was also observed using the spectrum 
analyzer.  At the higher seed powers, the ASE is reduced as presented in Figure 70d.  The 
ASE also increases if the input seed alignment is purposely misaligned so that only a 
fraction of the power is coupled into the core of the multimode fiber.   
 















































Figure 71:  Data for 11.5 m of Yb-doped multimode fiber varying seed power while keeping diode pump 
power constant at Ppump= 26 W.  The (a) amplifier performance and (b) backwards propagating power are 
presented. 
 
The experiments using 11.5 m of fiber served as the final test length of the multimode 
gain fiber.   The next section tabulates some of the results and includes a discussion on 
reaching SBS threshold using optical gain fiber. 
  
4.3.3. Discussion  
The work presented in this section detailed the investigation of a Yb-doped 
multimode gain fiber.  The intent of the work was twofold; the first goal was to test and 
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characterize the performance of the custom-designed fiber as a single-frequency 
amplifier.  The second objective was to test the system for SBS threshold and verify 
generation of an SBS Stokes wave using the fiber.  
The results of the fiber amplifier tests are included in the different investigations of 
the fiber lengths presented above.  To summarize amplifier results for the three lengths 
tested, Figure 72 shows the front-end pumped performance of the different lengths with a 
1064 nm seed power of 10W.  The best performance was achieved using an 11.5 m 
length of the gain fiber.  With this fiber, 19.8 W of single-frequency output power was 
achieved with a 49% slope efficiency.   
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Figure 72:  Yb-doped multimode fiber amplifier performance comparison for three fiber lengths: 11.5 m, 
20 m, and 55 m. 
 
The work in this section also investigated the effects of dual-side diode pumping, 
changing seed power, and seed chopping on amplifier performance.  The results of this 
work provide a baseline for future experiments utilizing multimode fiber amplifiers. 
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The other main aspect of this section was investigating SBS threshold for the gain 
fiber.  From the discussion of Section 4.2, it is desirable to use a short multimode fiber 
for SBS beam phasing.  The spatial phase conjugate achieved when using a short 
multimode fiber is desirable to increase the SBS beam phasing efficiency as well as to 
allow new coupling methods for extending the work to more channels.  For this work, 
SBS threshold was not observed in the experiments.   
The motivation for pursuing gain fiber based SBS threshold reduction stemmed from 
the work of Heuer et. al. in which they achieved SBS threshold using a 10 Hz Q-switched 
laser with 100 ns pulses (duty cycle 1 x 10-6).93  The threshold in this work corresponded 
to a peak power of 5 W and it was hoped that it would be possible to generate a Stokes 
beam with a similar amount of cw power.  The cw diode pumping and low pulse duty 
cycle of the Heuer experiment provided enough gain to the short pulses to generate a 
Stokes beam.  Although a greater peak power was tested for the cw case (~10W), the 
reduced gain from the saturated amplifier was insufficient to reach SBS threshold.   
The inability to generate a Stokes beam with a Yb-doped gain fiber corresponds to 
results published during this investigation.72,73,97  The most notable of the publications is 
a paper demonstrating 264 W of single-frequency, single-mode, cw output power from 
6.5 m of LMA, 25 μm core diameter, Yb-doped fiber.  SBS was not observed in this 
experiment and the limiting factor was available diode pump power.73  The same group 
later used 9 m of 43 μm Yb-doped fiber for a single-frequency amplifier and achieved 
over 500 W before reaching SBS threshold.  The amplifier output in this experiment was 
no longer diffraction limited but had a measured M2 of 1.6.97   For both experiments, the 
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SBS threshold is much higher than predicted by the simplest models.21  A few different 
explanations are offered for the significant increase in SBS threshold. 
Jeong, et. al. suggests that the increase in SBS threshold is a result of a decrease of 
the Brillouin gain due to the composition of the fiber or broadening of the Brillouin gain 
due to strain and temperature gradients in the fiber.  They suggest that the most 
significant contribution is a strong temperature gradient that reduces the SBS gain by a 
broadening process.73  To further understand the temperature broadening process an 
analytical model was developed.98   Some details of the model are now discussed so as to 
apply the results to our investigation using the 50 μm gain fiber.  
The analytical model developed by Kovalev et al.98 is based on previous work 
investigating thermal distribution in double cladding gain fibers99,100 and the effect of a 
thermal gradient on Brillouin gain distribution.101,102   For double clad diode-pumped 
fiber, the most significant temperature effect is the variation along the length of the fiber 
(as opposed to radial effects).99,100  The change in temperature along the length of a fiber 
is given by98  










=Δ ,                         (4-2) 
where αp is the pump absorption coefficient, a is the core radius, and b is the inner 
cladding radius.  The fraction of pump power converted to heat, η, is approximated as 
( ) seeddiodeseed λλλη /−≅ .  For the model, single-end pumping is used where the diode 
laser is coupled into the back end of a fiber length, L.  In this case, the pump power along 
the fiber is given by )()()( xLLp peLPxP
−−= α .   In Equation 4-2, h is the convective 
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coefficient.  Values near 1 W/m2K are used in previous models and the results are 
presented as a function of this value.98   
The exponential gain term for the Stokes signal (i.e. tGss eLII )()0( = ), Gt, is given by 
the sum of the exponential laser (GL) and SBS gain (GB).98  Table 11 presents the 
symbols along with values used by Kovalev et al.98 in modeling the 264 W single-
frequency result of Jeong et al.73  The table also shows values used to extend the model to 
the fiber used in this dissertation effort.        
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Figure 73 shows the total Stokes gain vs. pump power for the 264 W single-frequency 
which was demonstrated by Jeong73 and modeled by Kovalev.98  A few different values 
for h are provided, but a value of  ≤ 1 is expected.98   
In the experiment, a total diode pump power of 390 W was used to generate the 264 
W output.73  Figure 73 shows that for convective values of less than 2, the exponential 
Stokes gain is below the SBS threshold value Gth = 20.98  This is consistent with the 
experimental results of Jeong et al.73  In fact, Kovalev predicts that a pump power of 




Table 11:  Summary of symbols used in temperature broadened Brillouin gain 
Symbol Definition 264 W experiment 
50/400 μm of 
this work 
γ pump to gain conversion coefficient calculated calculated 
αp pump absorption coefficient 2 dB/m 2 dB/m 
PSt saturation power 0.05 W 0.05 W 
Ps(0) seed input power 3 W 10 W 
L fiber length 6.5 m 11.5 m 
S core area 5 x 10-10 m2 20 x 10-10 m2 
gB SBS gain coefficient 4 x 10-11 m/W 4 x 10-11 m/W 
ΓB SBS gain bandwidth 40 MHz 40 MHz 
Cδ 
Brillouin frequency temperature 
coefficient -0.2 MHz/K -0.2 MHz/K 
Cf 
Brillouin bandwidth temperature 
coefficient 2 MHz/K 2 MHz/K 
Δf detuning of Stokes emission from theoretical SBS shift at x = L calculated calculated 
a fiber core radius 12.5 μm 25 μm 
b fiber cladding radius 190 μm 200 μm 
h convective coefficient various various 
 
 
























Figure 73:  Total exponential Stokes gain (Gt) vs. diode pump power for 264 W single-frequency amplifier.  
A few different value for the convective coefficient are shown. 
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The same model was used to investigate the inability to achieve SBS threshold 
discussed previously in this section.  As shown in Table 11, the fiber length is slightly 
longer (11.5 m vs. 6.5m), but the larger fiber core area, S, suggests less chance of 
reaching SBS threshold.  This is verified in the model results shown in Figure 74.   
 
 
























Figure 74:  Total exponential Stokes gain (Gt) vs. diode pump power for the Yb-doped multimode fiber 
presented in this section.  A few different value for the convective coefficient are shown. 
 
In this case, none of the convective values approach the necessary SBS threshold 
value of Gth = 20.  In fact, with a 10 W seed, it does not appear that this fiber will reach 
SBS threshold.  As the pump power increases, the temperature gradient along the fiber 
correspondingly increases and makes achieving SBS threshold difficult, if not impossible. 
While the increase of SBS threshold due to temperature gradients in gain fibers was 
not helpful for generating a short, cw-pumped fiber phase conjugator, the result is quite 
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promising for laser power scaling in general.   The most prominent beam phasing 
techniques (including SBS beam phasing) require a single-frequency source.  As 
discussed in Section 4.1, achieving high power single frequency radiation is not trivial 
and has been the focus of many investigations.  The increase of SBS threshold due to the 
gradient temperature effect may allow for single frequency amplifiers greater than 1 




The objective of this dissertation effort was exploring methods for laser beam 
brightness scaling using stimulated Brillouin scattering in optical fibers.  For this work, 
two techniques were explored for combining and phasing multiple laser beam channels.  
The first method exploited beam cleanup and combining using a uniquely designed beam 
combining system.  The second method investigated the use of SBS piston error 
conjugation in optical fibers to phase the output of double-pass multiple channel 
amplifier system.  This chapter first presents the significant contributions of both 
techniques followed by recommendations for future work. 
5.1. Significant Contributions 
The first method investigated for laser brightness scaling was based upon beam 
cleanup and combining in long multimode fibers.  Previous work has accomplished beam 
cleanup and two-channel combining using optical fibers with a core diameter up to 50 
µm.54  This work furthered the technique for power scaling by demonstrating beam 
cleanup in two larger diameter fibers, 62.5 μm and 100 μm.  Using larger fibers facilitates 
coupling a larger number of beams and the increased end-facet surface area distributes 
the input intensity to allow higher power levels.  For multiple-channel beam combining, a 
technique for efficiently coupling the Stokes beam was designed and tested.  The SBS 
beam combiner provided the first successful demonstration of pump to Stokes power 
conversion from four-channel SBS beam combination.     
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This dissertation work also demonstrated, for the first time, phasing of a two-channel 
cw master oscillator power amplifier using piston phase conjugation in an optical fiber.  
As part of this effort, a series of different configurations investigated the phasing 
properties using a long multimode fiber.  First, beam phasing was demonstrated using a 
passive two-channel double-pass geometry.  This work was followed by experiments 
using fiber amplifiers in each of the channels.  These experiments demonstrated up to 
475% gain with over 5 W of phased output power.  This output power level advocates 
consideration as a viable method for laser power scaling.  Specifically, the successful 
phasing demonstration of two cw amplifier beams with fiber-based piston error 
conjugation greatly enhances the prospects for phasing of multiple laser amplifiers 
without complex servo-loop control. 
5.2. Recommendations for Future Work 
Laser brightness scaling using SBS properties in optical fibers remains an area for 
continued development.  The investigations as part of this work have fostered the 
technologies toward the end goal of a fieldable high power laser system, but work 
remains to be done.  Suggestions for future work using a multiple channel SBS beam 
combiner and SBS beam phasing are discussed below. 
5.2.1. Multiple Channel SBS Beam Combiner  
As mentioned in Section 3.3, one primary limitation for the four-beam SBS ‘Gatlin 
gun’ beam combiner experiments was the amount of available power.  At the time of the 
experiment, the maximum available single-frequency power was 2 W.  This limited the 
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ability to firmly establish the operational efficiency of the beam combining experiment.  
Since the time of the experiment, the necessary Yb-doped gain fiber and fiber-coupled 
diode lasers were purchased to build single-frequency fiber amplifiers.  As demonstrated 
in Section 4.1 the fiber amplifiers are capable of amplifying a 500 mW seed power to 
over 13 W while maintaining a diffraction-limited output.  This increase in available 
power should provide insight into the scalability of the beam combining system.  Work is 
currently in progress using the increased single-frequency power to further test the 
system.103 
Another difficulty associated with the SBS beam combiner was the need to keep the 
collimated output of the multiple channel beams parallel with one another.  The major 
contribution to this problem was the poor alignment of the GRIN lens used to collimate 
the output of the fiber pigtails.  Future applications will require strict tolerance for the 
optical alignment of the output coupling lenses.  Also, great care is needed to keep the 
beams parallel while assembling the fiber pigtail collimators.  It is necessary to use 
shrink-free epoxy and to ensure that the mounting system securely holds the fibers during 
the curing process.   Although vendors were solicited to build a complete, parallel-beam 
SBS beam combiner as described in Section 3.3, the suppliers were not willing to commit 
to the required specifications 
Scaling to a larger optical fiber will also facilitate coupling the light into the fiber.  As 
with the 62.5 μm and 100 μm fibers used in this work, it will first be necessary to test 
larger gradient index fibers for SBS beam cleanup.  The AFIT nonlinear research group is 
currently purchasing a 200 μm gradient-index fiber to continue this investigation as well 
as other beam cleanup experiments.    
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5.2.2. SBS Beam Phasing 
Two of the major directions for extending fiber-based SBS beam phasing are 
shortening the fiber to achieve full spatial phase conjugation and developing coupling 
geometries for increasing the number of amplifier channels.  A few suggestions for each 
of the topics are presently discussed. 
Chapter 4 discussed SBS beam phasing properties using a long multimode fiber as 
well as the advantage of switching to a short fiber.  For example, the long fiber work was 
dependent on the optical alignment of the Stokes beam for a second pass through the 
fiber amplifiers.  It is likely that the Stokes beam is not completely coupled for the 
second pass, resulting in a lower system efficiency.  If a short fiber ( < 10 m) is used for 
the experiment, a more complete spatial phase conjugation is achieved and the second-
pass beam will couple more efficiently due to the wavefront reversal property of phase 
conjugation.   
One difficulty when using a short fiber is that the SBS threshold is much higher and 
more difficult to obtain using a cw source.  A few options for reducing SBS threshold 
will be discussed shortly, but as the single-frequency output from high power fiber 
amplifiers continues to increase, it may be possible to generate an SBS beam in a 
standard silicon-based fiber.  Equation 2-31 provides an estimation of the SBS threshold.  
Using the same fiber parameters listed in Table 2,  Figure 75 presents the SBS threshold 
vs. length for fibers with core diameters of 50 μm, 100  μm, and 200 μm.  The estimated 


























Figure 75:  SBS threshold for 50 μm, 100  μm, and 200 μm fibers. 
 
Currently, the maximum diffraction-limited output from single-frequency fiber 
amplifiers is 264 W73 and over 500 W has been demonstrated with an M2 of 1.6.97  With 
power projected to continue to grow over 1 kW,97,98 the SBS thresholds shown in Figure 
75 indicate that it may be possible to use 10 m or less of a standard silica fiber as the SBS 
medium.   
The difficulty and expense of obtaining very high power amplifiers will still make it 
necessary to pursue lower power alternatives.  For these investigations, it will be 
desirable to reduce the SBS threshold for short fiber lengths.  This work investigated 
using a Yb-doped multimode gain fiber pumped by a 915 nm diode laser to reduce the 
SBS threshold.  A Stokes beam was not generated with the available seed and diode 
power.  From the discussion of Section 4.3.3, the broadening of the SBS gain due to a 
strong temperature gradient along the length of the fiber indicates it will not be simple to 
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implement this technique for cw SBS threshold reduction.  One option that may be 
pursued is manufacturing a fiber that is designed to absorb the diode pump light in a 
longer length of fiber (greater than 10 m as reported in 4.3).  In this case, the longer 
length may help to reduce SBS threshold without the negative effect of seed absorption in 
unpumped regions of the fiber.  Due to the high cost associated with manufacturing a 
custom fiber and the uncertainty of the effectiveness of cw SBS threshold in gain fibers,  
this approach is not recommended as a first option. 
One technique for SBS threshold reduction that holds great promise and has not yet 
been explored is using tellurite-based (Te02) optical fibers.  A recent investigation 
reported ‘ultrahigh-gain’ using a Te02 crystal.104  In this work, a 4.0 cm commercially 
available Te02 crystal was used to generate a SBS phase conjugate mirror.  The reported 
steady-state SBS gain in this paper is 100 x 10-11 m/W, which is more than 20 times 
greater than silica.  If similar SBS gain can be achieved in a tellurite-based optical fiber, 
the SBS threshold will be significantly reduced.  Figure 76 shows a similar graph to 
Figure 75 except that the Brillouin gain used is 100 x 10-11 m/W.  As evident from 
comparing the two graphs, the SBS threshold of the latter is considerably reduced.  In this 
case, the estimated SBS thresholds for a 10 meter length of fiber are 2 W, 7 W, and 28 
W, for the 50 μm, 100  μm, and 200 μm fibers, respectively.  SBS thresholds at this 
power level would allow an investigation of short-fiber SBS beam phasing with lower 

























Figure 76:  Potential SBS threshold in for 50 μm, 100  μm, and 200 μm using tellurite-based fibers. 
 
Wang et. al. first proposed tellurite glass as a candidate for fiber devices.105  Their 
work has led to the development of a number of rare-earth doped fiber lasers and 
amplifiers.106,107,108  Specifically, Erbium-doped tellurite-based fiber amplifiers have 
become popular for telecom amplification near 1500 nm.107,109   Tellurite glasses have 
also been quite successful as Raman amplifiers110,111 demonstrating over 90 times higher 
Raman gain than silica-based devices.111,112  It appears that stimulated Brillouin scattering 
in tellurite fibers has not yet been investigated.   
One issue that may be a concern in developing tellurite fibers for SBS applications is 
the attenuation in the fibers.  Wang et. al. modeled the intrinsic loss of tellurite glass fiber 
and predicts a minimum loss of 3.5 x 10-3 dB/km at 3020 nm and a higher value, 0.29 
dB/km at 1064 nm.  Unfortunately, their best loss achieved in a manufactured fiber was 
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0.9 dB/m at 1350 nm.106  The group suggests the high loss is attributed to material 
impurities and contamination during the manufacturing process.   
Later work has used very pure TeO2 and achieved background losses of 20.4 dB/km 
at 1560 nm110 and 54 dB/km at 1200 nm.113   The fiber loss becomes most significant for 
long fiber SBS investigations.  For example, the SBS threshold given in Equation 2-31 is 
dependent on the effective length, [ ] αα )exp(1 LLeff −−= , where α is the loss term 
(converted from dB/km to 1/km).21  A fiber attenuation of 20 dB/km reduces the effective 
length of a 10 m and 1000 m fiber to 9.8 m and 215 m, respectively.  Hopefully a supplier 
will be able to manufacture a tellurite fiber with relatively low loss at the wavelength of 
interest (currently 1064 nm).   
Investigating tellurite-based fiber for SBS applications may provide a means for 
significantly reducing the SBS threshold.  This will be beneficial as it will allow a shorter 
fiber to be used for SBS phasing applications with less power required to reach threshold.  
Testing tellurite fibers for SBS applications will likely require manufacturing a custom 
fiber and it will be necessary to carefully consider the specifications for specific aspects 
of interest such as the fiber attenuation. 
Another topic for future investigation is developing a method for coupling an 
increased number of channels for SBS beam phasing.  One method for scaling to 
increased channels is using biconically fused fiber couplers as described in Section 4.2.  
An investigation of phasing two channels using 2:2 fiber couplers was presented and 




One issue to address in future fiber coupler experiments is the power handling 
capabilities.  The units used in this work were commercially available telecom products 
that were not intended for high power.  The manufacturer suggested a maximum total 
input power of 3 W.  While the units were tested slightly over 10 W, a more robust fiber 
coupler is required for future high-power testing.  Fortunately, higher power fiber 
components are in development at ITF Optical technologies,114 which may allow scaling 
to more channels as well as increased power per channel. 
It may also be interesting to pursue the design of a custom N:1 fiber beam combiner.  
As discussed in Section 4.2 , the conventional telecom N:1 biconically fused coupler is 
simply and N:N coupler with the extra end(s) terminated.  New fusing techniques have 
developed N:1 multimode fiber combiners capable of transmitting over 90% of the power 
from seven input channels into a single multimode output fiber.115  Figure 77 shows a 
schematic representation of such a device along with an actual picture of the cleaved end 




Figure 77:  7:1 multimode fiber combiner.  A (a) schematic representation of the device is shown along 




The commercially available devices of this type are created to combine multiple 
diode pump beams into a gain fiber.  Because of this, they are designed to minimize 
(isolate) any power that is traveling in the backwards direction.115  This is not conducive 
to the SBS beam phasing experiments which require high bidirectional transmission.  ITF 
optical incorporated speculates that they can produce a device capable of high 
transmission in both directions.114  Such a device requires an original design in which 
case the cost may be significant.  If it is possible to obtain an N:1 coupler with efficient 
transmission in both directions, an SBS phasing scheme such as shown in Figure 78 is 
possible.  Such a configuration is very attractive for its simplicity for scaling and 
implementation. 
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If it is possible to develop short fiber SBS beam phasing with high phase conjugate 
fidelity, the wavefront reversal properties of phase conjugation may allow for additional 
coupling geometries.  Figure 79 portrays and example of such a geometry.   
 
 
Figure 79:  Multiple channel SBS beam phasing using a fiber bundle 
 
 The device is similar to the ‘Gatlin gun’ SBS beam combiner discussed in Chapter 
3.54  In this case, however, there is no center hole and the outputs of each channel’s fiber 
amplifier are collimated and bundled together.  The beams are then focused into an SBS 
fiber where they all contribute to generate the Stokes beam.  If the Stokes beam is a high 
fidelity phase conjugate, the beams will backtrack along their original path and couple 
into the amplifiers for a second pass.   After the second pass along each channel’s optical 
path, the piston error is corrected and the beams are phased as described in Chapter 4.   
There are a wide variety of implementations and techniques that can be explored in 
future work.  The results achieved in this dissertation provide the motivation and 
confidence to continue investigations using SBS in optical fibers to scale laser power 
using a multiple channel approach. 
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Appendix A:  Glossary of Symbols 
x scalar 
v vector 
vi component of v in the direction of the ith Cartesian coordinate 
T(n) n+1 rank tensor 
T(n)ijkl 
component of T(n) where i, j, k, l are labels for the Cartesian coordinate 
axis.  (each label take on x, y, and z) 
 
a fiber core radius 
Aeff effective area of the fiber 
Ai Field amplitude 
B magnetic induction 
b inner cladding radius 
c velocity of light in a vacuum 
Cf Brillouin bandwidth temperature coefficient 
Cδ Brillouin frequency temperature coefficient 
D electric displacement 
dcoll diameter of pigtail collimator fiber (SBS beam combiner chapter 3) 
dh diameter of hole in SBS beam combiner (SBS beam combiner chapter 3) 
doffset focusing offset from non parallel beams (SBS beam combiner chapter 3) 
ds focused diameter of SBS beam combiner beams (chapter 3) 
dSBS diameter of SBS fiber (SBS beam combiner chapter 3) 
E electric field 
fcoll focal length of GRIN collimation lens (SBS beam combiner chapter 3) 
fSBS focal length of SBS fiber focusing lens (SBS beam combiner chapter 3) 
gB Brillouin gain factor 
GL exponential laser gain coefficient 
GB SBS exponential gain coefficient 
Gt total exponential Stokes gain coefficient ( tGss eLII )()0( = ) 
Gth total exponential Stokes gain coefficient required to reach SBS threshold 
H magnetic field 
h convective coefficient 
J current density 
k Wave vector 
k0 free space propagation constant 
kB acoustic propagation constant  
L fiber length 
Lchief off-axis distance of pigtail collimator (SBS beam combiner chapter 3) 
Leff effective length of fiber 
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M2 beam quality parameter 
n index of refraction  
NA Numerical aperture of the fiber 
NAcoll numerical aperture of pigtail collimator (SBS beam combiner chapter 3) 
P polarization vector 
PNL nonlinear component of the polarization vector 
Ps(0) seed input power 
PSt saturation power 
Pth SBS threshold power 
r0 allowable non-phase-conjugated fraction of Stokes beam 
S fiber core area 
V Normalized frequency parameter 
va acoustic wave velocity 
ZR Rayleigh range 
α optical loss term 
αp pump absorption coefficient 
γ pump to gain conversion coefficient 
Γ’ acoustic damping parameter 
ΓB Brillouin linewidth 
δ residual piston error 
ΔB SBS shift in wavenumber 
Δf detuning of Stokes emission from theoretical SBS shift at x = L 
ΔL path length difference 
ΔT(x) temperature change along length of fiber 
Δε change in permittivity 
Δθchief entrance angle of off-axis marginal ray (SBS beam combiner chapter 3) 
Δρ incremental change in mass density 
ε permittivity 
ε0 free space permittivity 
η fraction of pump power transferred to heat 
θchief entrance angle of off-axis chief ray (SBS beam combiner chapter 3) 
θdiv divergence angle 
θmax Maximum entrance angle from off-axis SBS beam combiner (chapter 3) 
θoff angle offset of non parallel beams (SBS beam combiner chapter 3) 
Λ acoustic wavelength 
λ_ optical wavelength 
μ permeability 
μ0 free space permeability 
ρ0 average mass density 
ρc charge density 
τp phonon lifetime 
υB Brillouin acoustic wave frequency (Hz) 
χ(E) field dependent susceptibility of the material 
χ(n) nth order susceptibility tensor 
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Ω frequency of driven acoustic wave in the SBS process 
ω_ frequency of optical wave 
ω0 Gaussian spot size 
ΩB Brillouin acoustic wave frequency (rad/sec) 
ωf0 fiber mode field radius 
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